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THE DERIVATOR OF SETOIDS

MICHAEL SHULMAN

Abstract. Without the axiom of choice, the free exact completion of the cat-
egory of sets (i.e. the category of setoids) may not be complete or cocomplete.
We will show that nevertheless, it can be enhanced to a derivator: the formal
structure of categories of diagrams related by Kan extension functors. More-
over, this derivator is the free cocompletion of a point in a class of “1-truncated
derivators” (which behave like a 1-category rather than a higher category).

In classical mathematics, the free cocompletion of a point relative to all
derivators is the homotopy theory of spaces. Thus, if there is a homotopy
theory that can be shown to have this universal property constructively, its
1-truncation must contain not only sets, but also setoids. This suggests that
either setoids are an unavoidable aspect of constructive homotopy theory, or
more radical modifications to the notion of homotopy theory are needed.
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1. Introduction

Can homotopy theory be developed in constructive mathematics, or even in ZF
set theory without the axiom of choice? Recently this question has begun to attract
more attention, due partly to the rise of interest in Homotopy Type Theory and
Univalent Foundations [Uni13]. The latter is a constructive type theory whose
first model was nevertheless relentlessly classical, using the Kan–Quillen model
category of simplicial sets [KL19]. Since then, constructive models of homotopy type
theory have been found in categories of cubical sets [BCH14, BCH19, CCHM16,
ABC+17, ACC+21], and the model category of simplicial sets has been developed
constructively [Hen19, GSS19, GH19, GHSS21], though not quite to the point of
strictly modeling type theory.
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2 MICHAEL SHULMAN

In particular, there are now at least two constructive homotopy theories — the
aforementioned simplicial sets and the equivariant cartesian cubical sets of [ACC+21]
— that can classically be shown to present the homotopy theory of spaces. How-
ever, it is not known whether they are constructively equivalent to each other.
Thus one may naturally wonder: if they are not equivalent, which is the “correct”
constructive homotopy theory of spaces?1 Or, perhaps, are they both “incorrect”?
What does “correct” even mean?

In fact, both of these homotopy theories have a property that at first may seem
peculiar: their 1-truncations (meaning their subcategory of homotopy 0-types) are
not equivalent to the category of (constructive) sets that we started from. The
1-truncation of simplicial sets appears to be equivalent to the free exact comple-
tion Setex of Set [CM82], a.k.a. the category of “setoids” (Simon Henry, personal
communication). The 1-truncation of equivariant cartesian cubical sets may not
be equivalent to Setex (Andrew Swan, personal communication), but neither is it
equivalent to Set. This is a significant departure from both classical mathematics
and homotopy type theory, in which sets can be regarded, up to equivalence, as
homotopy 0-types. (Note that the inclusion Set →֒ Setex is an equivalence if and
only if the axiom of choice holds.)

In particular, this means that when homotopy type theory is interpreted in one of
these constructive model categories, its internally-defined “sets” will be interpreted
in the model as some kind of setoid rather than as actual sets. This is somewhat
disturbing for the prospect of constructive applications of homotopy type theory
and its semantics. At a stretch, one might even regard it as evidence for the
incorrectness of both of these model categories.

In this paper we propose one possible correctness criterion for a constructive
homotopy theory of spaces. Moreover, we provide some evidence that, the foregoing
remarks notwithstanding, the 1-truncation of any theory satisfying this criterion
must contain at least Setex, not just Set. In a moment we will discuss possible
interpretations of this fact, but first let us explain the criterion and the evidence.

Classically, the homotopy theory of spaces has a universal property: it is the
free cocomplete (∞, 1)-category generated by a point [Lur09, 5.1.5.6], just as Set

is the free cocomplete 1-category generated by a point. However, this is somewhat
circular as a characterization, since an (∞, 1)-category is defined to have spaces as
hom-objects.2 One possible way around this would be to work with presentations
of (∞, 1)-categories using 1-categorical structures such as Quillen model categories.
However, universal properties of (∞, 1)-categories (as opposed to universal prop-
erties of objects in an (∞, 1)-category) are hard to express at this level — indeed,
this is one of the main reasons for the recent explicit use of (∞, 1)-categories in-
stead of model categories in applications such as [Lur09]. Moreover, although in
classical mathematics most interesting complete and cocomplete (∞, 1)-categories
(including all locally presentable ones) can be presented by model categories, we
ought not to assume a priori that this will still be the case constructively.

1By “space” we mean some combinatorial notion of ∞-groupoid. It is probably not reasonable
to expect a theory of ∞-groupoids to be constructively equivalent to the homotopy theory of
topological spaces, as continuous functions are much less flexible constructively than classically.

2To be sure, not all definitions of (∞, 1)-category explicitly incorporate hom-spaces. But the
question of the correct constructive definition of (∞, 1)-category seems likely to be at least as
difficult as that of the correct constructive definition of ∞-groupoid, i.e. homotopy space.
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Instead, we can work with a 1-categorical quotient of an (∞, 1)-category. The
ordinary homotopy category, obtained by identifying equivalent pairs of paral-
lel morphisms, is too coarse for this purpose; but an enhancement of it (due to
Heller [Hel88], Grothendieck [Gro91], and Franke [Fra96]) turns out to be sufficient.
Namely, given a complete and cocomplete (∞, 1)-category C , we consider the ho-
motopy 1-categories of the functor (∞, 1)-categories CA for all small 1-categories
A, together with the restriction functors relating them and their left and right ad-
joints (homotopy Kan extensions). This structure is nowadays called a derivator
(after Grothendieck), and it retains a surprising amount of information about C .

In particular, Heller [Hel88] and Cisinski [Cis06] have shown, in classical mathe-
matics, that the derivator Space of spaces is the free cocompletion of a point. This
means that for any other derivator D , the category of cocontinuous morphisms
Space → D (those that preserve the “formal left Kan extensions” included in the
structure of a derivator) is equivalent to the category D(1) of “diagrams of shape
1” in D (i.e. “objects of D”; here 1 denotes the terminal category). Although a
derivator is intuitively a homotopical, i.e. (∞, 1)-categorical, object, formally this
universal property lives at the same categorical level as the universal property of
Set: derivators, like 1-categories, form a 2-category, and the universal property is
an equivalence involving hom-categories therein. In the words of Cisinski [Cis10a]:

This provides a first argument that the usual homotopy theory of sim-
plicial sets plays a central role. . . and for this, we didn’t take for granted
that homotopy types should be that important: its universal property
is formulated with category theory only.. . . derivators provide a trun-
cated version of higher category theory which gives us the language
to characterize higher category theory using only usual category the-
ory, without any emphasis on any particular model (in fact, without
assuming we even know any).

Thus, a natural correctness criterion for a constructive homotopy theory of spaces
would be that it defines a derivator Space that is the free cocompletion of a point.

Of course, it is not a priori clear that such a derivator even exists in constructive
mathematics. We will not attempt to construct one in this paper. Instead, we will
attempt to understand how Space would behave, if it exists, by studying deriva-
tors that ought to be localizations of it. By this we mean derivators that should
be obtained from Space by universally inverting some class of morphisms among
cocontinuous morphisms, although in good situations this equivalent to being a
reflective subcategory of Space (a reflective localization).

Classically, Space has many interesting reflective localizations, such as those
that invert some set of prime numbers. More relevantly for us, for all integers
n ≥ −2 it has a reflective localization Spacen consisting of homotopy n-types. In
particular, Space0 is just the category Set of sets (regarded as a derivator), while
Space−1 is the poset Prop of truth values (which, classically, is the two-element
lattice) and Space−2 is the terminal derivator. Moreover, each Spacen is the free
cocompletion of a point in the world of “(n+1)-truncated derivators” — those that
behave like (n+1, 1)-categories rather than (∞, 1)-categories.3 In particular, this
universal property for Set generalizes its ordinary one, giving it a mapping property
into all 1-truncated derivators, not just those that arise from 1-categories.

3These “n-truncated derivators” are distinct from the “n-derivators” of [Rap19]. The former
are 1-derivators (in the terminology of [Rap19]) that act as if they arose from an (n, 1)-category,
while the latter generalize the definition of derivator to use n-categories in place of 1-categories.
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In this paper we will exhibit, in constructive mathematics, derivators Spacen
that have this universal property for n = 0,−1,−2. In fact, for n = 0 and −1
(and thus presumably for all n ≥ −1) the notion of “(n+1)-truncated derivator”
multifurcates constructively into several different notions, with several different
corresponding localizations.

For one natural notion of “1-truncated derivator”, we find that Set is the free
cocompletion of a point. However, there are intuitively “1-categorical” derivators
that are not 1-truncated in this sense. Notably, we will show that for any complete
category E having small coproducts preserved by pullback, its exact completion
Eex can be enhanced to a derivator, which is not “1-truncated” in the naive Set-
based sense. There is a weaker notion of 1-truncatedness that does encompass
these examples, but in this world Set is no longer the free cocompletion of the
point: instead that role is taken by Setex.

4 There is also an intermediate notion
of “1-truncatedness”, whose free cocompletion of a point is a derivator version of
Setreg, the free regular completion of Set. We will refer to these three notions of
1-truncatedness as being Set-local, Setex-local, and Setreg-local respectively.

A similar thing happens one dimension down: in addition to the lattice Prop,
we have a derivator version of Setpos, the preorder reflection of Set. Each of them
is the free cocompletion of a point in its corresponding world of local derivators.

The class of Setex-local derivators is broader than that of Set-local ones, and in
particular there is a cocontinuous map of derivators Setex → Set but not conversely.
Thus, if both were realized as reflective subcategories of Space, then Setex would
be the larger one. This provides our evidence that if a free cocompletion of a point
exists constructively, its 1-truncation must involve Setex and not just Set.5

I can think of at least three responses to this observation. The first is to bite the
bullet and accept that the correct homotopy theory of spaces is constructively the
“∞-exact completion” of Set, and in particular its 0-truncated objects are setoids
rather than sets. Thus, when applying homotopy theory constructively, we would
be forced to use setoids, either exclusively or in tandem with sets.

This may be satisfying if our motivations for constructivity are purely philosoph-
ical. Indeed, some constructivist schools start from a foundation whose primitive
objects are not sets but some kind of “pre-set” or “type” that lacks quotients en-
tirely, such as some formalizations of Bishop’s constructive mathematics [BB85] or
Martin-Löf’s original constructive type theory [ML84]. In this case, if “the category
of sets” is to be exact, it must be defined as a free exact completion of the category
of pre-sets, and so the appearance of an exact completion is entirely unproblematic.6

However, if we also care about categorical semantics, the appearance of setoids is
troubling. When interpreting constructive mathematics internally in a category, it

4It is unclear exactly how this universal property of the derivator Setex is related to the usual
universal property of the category Setex. But it is reminiscent of the result of [Car95, Corollary
to Lemma 4.1] that classically, the free exact completion of the small-coproduct completion of a
small category is equivalent to its presheaf category, i.e. its free cocompletion. (Note that Set is
the free small-coproduct completion of a point, as well as the free cocompletion of a point.)

5There is the possibility that this 1-truncation could be something even larger than Setex. It
is not clear whether (Setex)ex can be made into a derivator at all, but if it could be then it would
be one possible candidate. In addition, the 1-truncation of cubical sets may also be larger than
Setex (Andrew Swan, personal communication), so it is another possibility.

6Relatedly, note that the model category of simplicial objects constructed in [GHSS21] requires
only a category with finite limits and extensive countable coproducts.
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is the sets, not the setoids, that correspond to objects of that category. If our cate-
gory of interest happens itself to be an exact completion of some other category, we
might be able to interpret our mathematics in the latter, with the former category
appearing as the exact completion of the latter. However, although some important
categories are exact completions (such as some presheaf toposes and realizability
toposes), many are not (such as most sheaf toposes), so this approach cannot work
for them. This is related to the problem of constructing “realizability higher toposes”
whose underlying 1-topos is an ordinary realizability topos [Uem19, SU19].

Another problem with exact completions is that they destroy impredicativity:
even if Set has a subobject classifier, Setex generally will not. Again, a philosophical
predicativist may be unbothered by this, but it is disconcerting to choose to work
with an impredicative category Set and nevertheless be forced into the predicative
Setex as soon as we start trying to do homotopy theory.

The second response is to reject our proposed “correctness criterion” for the
homotopy theory of spaces. And indeed, there are obvious grounds on which to
do so. Namely, our notion of derivator is based on small categories and functors
between them; but there are good arguments that in the absence of the axiom
of choice, the correct notion of morphism between categories is instead that of
an anafunctor [Mak96, Bar06, Rob12]. This suggests that we should instead be
considering “ana-derivators” defining using anafunctors. In that world, it might be
the case that the free cocompletion of a point consists of spaces and anafunctors
between them, and has Set as its 1-truncation.

However, there are difficulties involved in making this work. Already for cate-
gories, it is impossible to prove even in ZF set theory that the bicategory of cate-
gories and anafunctors is locally small, cartesian closed, or complete [aK17]. (There
are much weaker axioms than AC that suffice for local smallness and cartesian clo-
sure, such as SCSA [Mak96] and WISC [Rob12], but their constructive status is
arguable, and it is unclear whether they imply completeness as well.) It seems
likely that similar problems would arise in building a derivator out of 1-groupoids
and anafunctors, let alone ∞-groupoids and ∞-anafunctors.

It may be more feasible to construct only a left derivator of groupoids and
anafunctors, which has colimits but not limits. However, there are applications
for which this would be insufficient; for instance, defining and constructing stacks
requires taking limits over infinite sieves to define categories of descent data.

Finally, the third response is to reject the whole idea of defining spaces construc-
tively out of sets, and instead start from a foundational theory such as homotopy
type theory [Uni13], in which spaces are primitive objects. (Note that “computably”
constructive flavors of homotopy type theory are also now available, such as the
cubical type theories of [CCHM16, ABC+17].) This allows “sets” to be defined as
homotopy 0-types, without forcing the appearance of any exact completion. Seman-
tically, this means working with the internal language of an (∞, 1)-topos, within
which sits the internal language of a 1-topos. This would be my personal preferred
approach; I will comment on it further in Remark 8.6.

Background theory. We work in an informal constructive set theory, assuming
neither the axiom of choice nor the law of excluded middle, with one universe
to define a size boundary between large and small categories. Most or all of our
results could probably be formalized in the internal language of an elementary topos
containing a universe [Str05]; or in a membership-based set theory like IZF with a
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universe (or a weaker variant, since we probably do not need much replacement or
collection); or in a dependent type theory with UIP, function extensionality, and
quotients, like XTT [SAG19]. The arguments should be predicative, as long as we
allow Prop, like Set, to be a large category. Importantly, however, we do require
effective quotients, so that our category Set of sets is exact.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Peter LeFanu Lumsdaine, Christian
Sattler, Andrew Swan, Simon Henry, Ivan De Liberti, David Roberts, Ulrik Buch-
holtz, Jacques Carette, and other participants at the Bohemian Logico-Philosophical
Café and the Category Theory Community Server for enlightening discussions. I
am particularly grateful to Ian Coley for a careful reading and helpful feedback.

2. The free exact completion

We start by reviewing the free exact completion. Recall that an exact category

(in the sense of Barr) is a category with finite limits and such that every internal
equivalence relation has a pullback-stable quotient of which it is the kernel.

Let E be a 1-category with finite limits; we recall from [CM82] how to build an
exact category Eex from it freely.7 A first thought might be to take the equivalence
relations in E as the objects of Eex, each such standing in for the quotient of itself.
This produces a category in which every equivalence relation coming from E has
an effective quotient (see Example 5.16), but it also introduces new equivalence
relations that do not yet have quotients. Thus, we need something more general,
which turns out to be the following.

Definition 2.1. A pseudo-equivalence relation in E consists of:

• Objects X0 and X1, with morphisms s, t : X1 ⇒ X0.
• A morphism r : X0 → X1 such that sr = tr = 1.
• A morphism v : X1 → X1 such that sv = t and tv = s.
• A morphism m : X1

t×s
X0
X1 → X1 such that sm = sπ1 and tm = tπ2.

In other words, a pseudo-equivalence relation has the operations of an internal
groupoid, but without any axioms. In particular, any object X ∈ E induces a
“discrete” pseudo-equivalence relation with X1 = X0 = X ; this provides a functor
E →֒ Eex to the category Eex defined as follows:

Definition 2.2. The free exact completion Eex of E has:

• As objects, pseudo-equivalence relations.
• As morphisms X → Y , equivalence classes of pairs of morphisms f0 : X0 → Y0

and f1 : X1 → Y1 in E with sf1 = f0s and tf1 = f0t, modulo the relation that
(f0, f1) ∼ (g0, g1) if there exists a morphism h : X0 → Y1 with sh = f0 and
th = g0.

We refer to a pair (f0, f1) as a morphism representative, and an h as a witness

of equality of two such.

Remark 2.3. A pseudo-equivalence relation can also be defined as an internal bicat-
egory in E such that any two parallel 1-cells are related by a unique 2-cell and all

7
Eex is sometimes written Eex/lex, to emphasize that we started from a category E with only finite

limits (i.e. one that is left exact, or “lex”). This is to distinguish it from other exact completions
such as Eex/reg, which requires E to be a regular category, and unlike the ex/lex completion is an

idempotent operation.
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1-cells are equivalences. The tricategory of such “locally bidiscrete bigroupoids” is
“locally tridiscrete”, and its homotopy 1-category (obtained by identifying naturally
equivalent functors) is Eex. Our results about Eex could be obtained by specializing
facts about bicategories and tricategories, but we will give concrete proofs instead.

It is proven in [CM82] that Eex is an exact category, and that this construction
defines a left pseudo-adjoint to the forgetful 2-functor from exact categories to
categories with finite limits. In particular, the inclusion E →֒ Eex preserves finite
limits; but even if E was already exact, this functor does not in general preserve
quotients of equivalence relations. The only exception is if E is exact and satisfies
the “axiom of choice” that regular epimorphisms are split, in which case the inclusion
E →֒ Eex is an equivalence.

We will not repeat the proofs of these facts, but we sketch the following:

Lemma 2.4. Eex has finite limits.

Proof. The terminal object has T0 = T1 = 1. For pullbacks, suppose given a cospan

X
f
−→ Z

g
←− Y in Eex, select representatives (f0, f1) and (g0, g1) and define

P0 = (X0 × Y0)×(Z0×Z0) Z1 P1 = (P0 × P0)×(X0×X0×Y0×Y0) (X1 × Y1). �

The particular objects P0 and P1 constructed above depend on the chosen rep-
resentatives (f0, f1) and (g0, g1). Thus, in the absence of the axiom of choice (now
meaning the usual axiom of choice in Set), Eex does not have a specified pullback
functor (Eex)

→← → Eex, even if E has such a functor. (Although it does have a spec-
ified binary product functor.) The situation with infinite diagrams is even worse:
without choice we have no way to select representatives for all the morphisms in
the diagram simultaneously, so even if E is complete, Eex may not be.

Remark 2.5. The category of setoids is complete and cocomplete if we regard it as
an E-category, i.e. a category enriched over setoids (see e.g. [Ac21]). Indeed, from
the perspective of Remark 2.3, the E-category of setoids is a tricategory of certain
bicategories, so it can be complete even if its homotopy category is not. We will
not pursue this direction; the point of this paper is to observe that setoids arise
unavoidably in homotopy theory even if we try our best to remain in the world of
ordinary categories. See §8 for further discussion.

We can avoid all these problems with limits and colimits by considering a notion
of coherent diagrams in Eex.

Definition 2.6. Let A be a small category. A coherent A-diagram in Eex is:

• For each object a ∈ A, an object Xa ∈ Eex.
• For each morphism α : a→ a′ in A, a morphism representativeXα : Xa → Xa′ ,

consisting of morphisms Xα,0 : Xa,0 → Xa′,0 and Xα,1 : Xa,1 → Xa′,1 in E

with sXα,1 = Xα,0s and tXα,1 = Xα,0t.
• For each a ∈ A, a morphism Xr : Xa,0 → Xa,1 with sXr = 1 and tXr = X1a,0

(i.e. a witness that X1a ∼ 1).
• For each α : a → a′ and α′ : a′ → a′′, a morphism Xα,α′ : Xa,0 → Xa′′,1 with
sXα,α′ = Xα′,0Xα,0 and tXα,α′ = Xα′α,0 (i.e. a witness that Xα′Xα ∼ Xα′α).

For coherent A-diagrams X and Y , a morphism representative f : X → Y is:

• For each a ∈ A, morphisms fa,0 : Xa,0 → Ya,0 and fa,1 : Xa,1 → Ya,1 with
sfa,1 = fa,0s and tfa,1 = fa,0t (i.e. a representative of a morphism Xa → Ya).
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• For each α : a → a′ in A, a morphism fα : Xa,0 → Ya′,1 with sfα = Yα,0fa,0
and tfα = fa′,0Xα,0 (i.e. a witness that Yαfa ∼ fa′Xα).

A witness of equality between two such representatives is

• a family of morphisms ha : Xa,0 → Ya,1 with sha = fa,0 and tha = ga,0.

The morphisms of coherent diagrams are the equivalence classes of morphism
representatives, modulo the existence of a witness of equality. This defines the

category of coherent diagrams, which we denote Eex(A).

Lemma 2.7. If A = 1 is the terminal category, then Eex(1) ≃ Eex.

Proof. This is not a definitional equality, since an object of Eex(1) contains the addi-
tional data of an endomorphism representative with witnesses that it is idempotent
and equal to the identity. But it is straightforward to see that these additional data
are redundant. �

Remark 2.8. The 1-category Eex can be expressed as the hom-wise quotient of a 1-
category of pseudo-equivalence relations and morphism representatives, as studied
in [KP14]. But the same is not true of Eex(A): its morphism representatives cannot
be composed associatively (though they become associative after quotienting by
witnesses of equality). From the perspective of Remark 2.3, Eex(A) is the homotopy
1-category of a tricategory of trifunctors.

Remark 2.9. If the axiom of choice holds, then because the equivalence relation on
morphisms in Eex(A) makes no reference to fa,1 or fα, instead of including the latter
as data in a morphism we can simply assert that for each a or α such a morphism
exists. Similarly, since the definition of morphisms makes no reference to Xr or
Xα,α′ , up to equivalence of categories we can simply assert that these exist. The
latter assertion then says simply that X is a functor A → Eex, and similarly the
former says that morphism is just a natural transformation. Thus, the axiom of
choice implies that Eex(A) ≃ (Eex)

A. Note that this is the axiom of choice for the
ambient set theory, not the “axiom of choice” that regular epimorphisms split in E

(though of course the two coincide if E = Set). In addition, even in the absence of
the axiom of choice this holds whenever A is a finite category.

Example 2.10. If u : A→ B is a functor between small categories and X ∈ Eex(B),
we have a coherent diagram u∗X ∈ Eex(A) defined by precomposing all the data
of X with the action of u on objects and morphisms. This defines a restriction

functor u∗ : Eex(B) → Eex(A). In particular, the functor pA : A → 1 induces for
any X ∈ Eex ≃ Eex(1) a constant coherent diagram p∗AX ∈ Eex(A).

Theorem 2.11. Suppose E is complete, with specified limit functors E A → E for
all small categories A. Then each functor p∗A : Eex → Eex(A) has a right adjoint.

Proof. We define the “limit” of a coherent diagram Y ∈ Eex(A) as follows. Let L0

be the equalizer of the following parallel pair in E :
(
∏

a∈A

Ya,0 ×
∏

α:a→a′

Ya′,1

)
∏

α:a→a′

(Ya′,0 × Ya′,0).

Here the components of the first morphism at α : a→ a′ are Yα,0 : Ya,0 → Ya′,0 and
1Ya′,0

, while those of the second morphism are s : Ya′,1 → Ya′,0 and t : Ya′,1 → Ya′,0.
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Then let L1 be the pullback

(L0 × L0) ×∏
a∈A(Ya,0×Ya,0)

∏
a∈A Ya,1.

Note that Y contains all the necessary data to define these objects, without any
choices necessary. It is straightforward to show that L is a pseudo-equivalence
relation.

Now we define a counit p∗AL → Y . For each a, the components L0 → Ya,0
and L1 → Ya,1 are just the evident projections; and likewise for the morphisms
L0 → Ya′,1 for each α : a→ a′.

It remains to show that any morphism f : p∗AX → Y factors uniquely through
L. Choose a representative of f ; then the components fa,0 : X0 → Ya,0 and
fa,1 : X1 → Ya,1 and fα : X0 → Ya′,1 are exactly what is needed to define morphisms

f0 : X0 → L0 and f1 : X1 → L1 with sf1 = f0s and tf1 = f0t. Moreover, the
representatives of the composite p∗AX → p∗AL→ Y are literally equal in E to those
of f , so we can choose ha = rfa,0 to exhibit this composite as equal to f in Eex(A).

Finally, suppose we have g : X → L is such that the composite p∗AX
g
−→ p∗AL→ Y

is equal to f in Eex(A). Choosing a representative for g, we obtain components
ga,0 : X0 → Ya,0 and gα : X0 → Ya′,1 and ga,1 : X1 → Ya,1 satisfying the appropriate
equations. Choosing a witness of equality to f , we have morphisms ha : Xa → Ya,1
with sha = fa,0 and tha = ga,0. But this is exactly what we need to define a witness

h : X0 → L1 exhibiting f ∼ g in Eex. �

For the case of colimits, we need E to admit certain free constructions. Since
our eventual interest is mainly in the case E = Set, we will not worry about the
minimum this requires of E , instead merely noting:

Lemma 2.12. Suppose E has finite limits, and countable coproducts preserved by
pullback. Then for any parallel pair R ⇒ X0, there is a pseudo-equivalence relation
X1 ⇒ X0 with a map η : R → X1 over X0 × X0, such that for any pseudo-
equivalence relation Y1 ⇒ Y0 and morphism f0 : X0 → Y0 with g : R → Y1 over
f0 × f0, there exists a f1 : X1 → Y1 over f0 × f0 such that f1η = g:

R

X1 Y1

X0 Y0.

∃

Proof. Define

X1 =
∑

n∈N

ε1,...,εn∈{+1,−1}

Rε1 ×X0
Rε2 ×X0

· · · ×X0
Rεn

where R+1 means the given span X0 ← R→ X0 and R−1 means the reversed span.
(The summand for the case n = 0 is just X0.) In the internal language of E , X1 is
the object of zigzags such as

x0
r1
−→ x1

r2
←− x2

r3
←− · · ·

rn
−→ xn
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in which each arrow is labeled by an element of R, with the two maps R ⇒ X0

regarded as source and target, and each arrow in the zigzag can point in either
direction. The resulting X1 ⇒ X0 is actually the free internal †-category on the
directed graph R ⇒ X0.

Finally, given f0 and g as in the statement, we define f1 on each summand of
X1 by applying g to each factor of R, then the symmetry operation of Y to each
factor with εk = −1, and then some bracketing of the transitivity operation of Y
to combine all the factors into one (in the case n = 0 this means the reflexivity
operation of Y ). The inclusion η is the summand with n = 1 and ε1 = +1, where
no operations are needed other than g, so we have f1η = g. �

We refer to X1 ⇒ X0 as in Lemma 2.12 as the free pseudo-equivalence

relation generated by R ⇒ X0, although to be precise it is only “weakly free” (the
morphism f1 is not unique).

Theorem 2.13. If E has finite limits and small coproducts preserved by pullback,
then each functor p∗A : Eex → Eex(A) has a left adjoint.

Note that although we only require E to have coproducts, here A is an arbitrary
small category; thus Eex has more “colimits” (in this sense) than E does.

Proof. Given X ∈ Eex(A), let C0 be the coproduct
∑

a∈AXa,0, and let C1 be the
pseudo-equivalence relation on C0 freely generated (as in Lemma 2.12) by

∑

α:a→a′

(
Xa,0 ×Xa′,0

Xa′,1

)
C0.

Here the pullback is the “object of triples (x, x′, ξ)” where x ∈ Xa,0, x
′ ∈ Xa′,0, and

ξ ∈ Xa′,1 is a witness that Xα,0(x) ∼ x′. The projection to C0 picks out x and x′

in the summands Xa,0 and Xa′,0. (Note that neither of these is the copy of Xa′,0

that we pull back over; that is Xα,0(x).)
Now we define a unit X → p∗AC. For each a, the component Xa,0 → C0 is

just the coproduct inclusion. To define the component Xa,1 → C1, the idea is to
send a witness ξ ∈ Xa,1 that x ∼ x′ to the image under η of the witness that
X1a,0(x) ∼ x ∼ x′ obtained by transitivity from ξ and Xr. And to define the
witness Xa,0 → C1 of naturality associated to α : a → a′, the idea is to send
x ∈ Xa,0 to (the image under η of) the reflexivity witness that Xα,0(x) ∼ Xα,0(x).

It remains to show that any morphism f : X → p∗AY factors uniquely through
C. Choose a representative of f ; then the components fa,0 : Xa,0 → Y0 define a
morphism C0 → Y0, while the components fa,1 : Xa,1 → Y1 and fα : Xa,0 → Y1
can be combined with transitivity, and the freeness of C, to induce a morphism
f : C → Y . The composite components Xa,0 → (p∗AC)a,0 → (p∗AY )a,0 = Y0 are
then literally equal to fa,0 : Xa,0 → Y0, so we can use ha = rfa,0 to exhibit this
composite as equal to f in Eex(A).

Finally, suppose we have g : C → Y such that the composite X → p∗AC
g
−→ p∗AY

is equal to f in Eex(A). Choosing a representative for g, we obtain components
ga,0 : Xa,0 → Y0 and gα : Xa,0 → Y1 and ga,1 : Xa,1 → Y1 satisfying the appropriate
equations. Choosing a witness of equality to f , we have morphisms ha : Xa,0 → Y1
with sha = fa,0 and tha = ga,0. But this is exactly what we need to define a witness

h : C0 → Y1 exhibiting f ∼ g in Eex. �
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Thus, although Eex does not have infinite limits or colimits, or specified pullbacks,
there is nevertheless a sense in which it is strongly complete and cocomplete. In §4
we will see that derivators give us a way of making this precise.

Remark 2.14. Combining Remark 2.9 and Theorem 2.11, we see that if the axiom
of choice holds and E is complete, then so is Eex (as an ordinary category). This
was already observed by [HT96]; in their construction, the axiom of choice enters
in the fact that epimorphisms of presheaves are closed under arbitrary products.

Similarly, combining Remark 2.9 and Theorem 2.13, we see that if the axiom
of choice holds and E has small coproducts preserved by pullback, then Eex is
cocomplete. Related facts were observed by [Men00] and [CV98]; the axiom of
choice is hidden because they deal explicitly only with finite coproducts.

3. Derivators

A derivator is an abstraction of the structure possessed by the homotopy cat-
egories of diagrams in a complete and cocomplete (∞, 1)-category. Early authors
such as [Hel88, Gro91, Fra96] chose slightly different sets of axioms, but nowadays
the community seems to have mostly settled on the definition of Grothendieck. As
is often the case, we have to rephrase the definition to make it constructively useful.
We will also follow [Hel88, Col20] in distinguishing left and right derivators that
have only “colimits” and “limits”, respectively.

Let Cat and CAT be the 2-categories of small and large categories. For A ∈ Cat ,
let A0 denote the discrete category on its objects, with inclusion ιA : A0 → A.

Definition 3.1. A prederivator is a 2-functor D : Catop → CAT . A prederivator
is a semiderivator if:

(Der1) D : Catop → CAT preserves products indexed by projective8 sets. That is,
if I is projective, the functor D(

∑
i∈I Ai)→

∏
i∈I D(Ai) is an equivalence,

in the constructive sense that we have a specified quasi-inverse to it.
(Der2) For any A ∈ Cat , the functor ι∗A : D(A)→ D(A0) is conservative (that is,

isomorphism-reflecting).

A left derivator is a semiderivator such that

(Der3L) Each functor u∗ : D(B)→ D(A) has a specified left adjoint u!.
(Der4L) Given functors u : A → C and v : B → C in Cat , let (u/v) denote their

comma category, with projections p : (u/v)→ A and q : (u/v)→ B. If B
is a discrete category, then the canonical mate-transformation q! p

∗ → v∗u!
is an isomorphism.

Dually, a right derivator is a semiderivator such that

(Der3R) Each functor u∗ : D(B)→ D(A) has a specified right adjoint u∗.
(Der4R) Given u and v as in (Der4L), if instead A is a discrete category, then the

mate-transformation u∗v∗ → p∗q
∗ is an isomorphism.

A derivator is a semiderivator that is both a left derivator and a right derivator.
Finally, a prederivator is strong if

(Der5) For any A ∈ Cat , the induced functor D(A × 2) → D(A)2 is full and
essentially surjective, where 2 = (0→ 1) is the interval category.

8A set I is projective if every surjection J ։ I has a section. Thus finite sets are always
projective, and the axiom of choice is equivalently “all sets are projective”.
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We immediately record the most basic class of examples.

Example 3.2. Let C be an ordinary category, and C (A) = C A the functor category,
with 2-functorial action by restriction. This 2-functor preserves all products, and
(Der2) holds because isomorphisms in functor categories are pointwise, while (Der5)
is obvious since the functor in question is an isomorphism. Thus C defines a strong
semiderivator, which we call a representable semiderivator and abusively denote
also by C .

If C is cocomplete, the restriction functors admit left adjoints given by pointwise
Kan extensions; thus (Der3L) holds, and (Der4L) asserts that these Kan extensions
are pointwise, so C is a left derivator. Similarly, if C is complete, it is a right
derivator. In particular, Set is a derivator.

Remark 3.3. The usual definition, as e.g. in [Gro13, Col20], differs in that:

• Axiom (Der1) is asserted for all products, not just projectively indexed ones.9

• Axiom (Der2) asserts that the family of functors a∗ : D(A)→ D(1) are jointly
conservative, for all objects a ∈ A. This is equivalent to (Der2) in the presence
of the classical (Der1), since A0

∼=
∑

a∈A 1.
• Axiom (Der4L) requires that B be the terminal category 1, and dually for

(Der4R). However, by [Gro13, Prop. 1.26], in the presence of the classical
(Der1) and (Der2) this implies that the same statements hold without any
restriction on B (see Lemma 3.6 below), including in particular our (Der4).

Thus, the substantial difference is the weakening of (Der1), which is only weaker in
the absence of the axiom of choice.10 Our weaker version appears to be necessary
constructively; for some explanation, see the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Perhaps surprisingly, our definition suffices for most of the theory of derivators;
axiom (Der1) is rarely needed, and usually only for finite products. Intuitively,
while a classical (pre)derivator has an underlying ordinary category D(1), one of our
(pre)derivators has an underlying Set-indexed category consisting of the categories
D(I) where I is a discrete category. We can then reproduce the usual theory by
using indexed categories in place of ordinary ones. (Note that a prederivator is, in
particular, a Cat -indexed category.)

For instance, (Der3L) implies that any left derivator admits “colimit” functors
given by (pA)! for the functor pA : A → 1, left adjoint to the “constant diagram”
functor (pA)

∗, and dually for right derivators and limits. The standard (Der4) ax-
ioms then says that the general “Kan extension” functors u∗ and u! can be computed
in terms of these, by the usual formula [ML98, Theorem X.3.1]. Our (Der4) says
the same in “indexed” or “internal” language, referring not only to “global elements”
c : 1→ C0 but to arbitrary “generalized elements” v : I → C0, where I is a set.

We now give some examples of how such “indexed reasoning” can be used to
reproduce some of the basic results about derivators from the cited references.

9Although sometimes Cat is replaced in the definition by a smaller 2-category, such as the
2-category of finite categories, finite posets, or finite direct categories. In this case (Der1) is
weakened to refer only to the coproducts that exist therein, such as finite ones.

10The assertion of (Der1) for all projective sets is admittedly a fairly transparent trick for
forcing the definition to collapse to the classical one in the presence of the axiom of choice, only
slightly less blatant than starting with “if the axiom of choice holds, then. . . ”. Probably more
natural constructively would be to assert (Der1) only for finite products.
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Definition 3.4. For a left derivator D , a square 2-cell in Cat :

A B

C D

p

q u

v

is D-exact if the induced map q! p
∗ → v∗u! is an isomorphism in D . Dually, if

D is a right derivator, such a square is D-exact if the map u∗v∗ → p∗q
∗ is an

isomorphism. (If D is a derivator, then these two maps are adjunction conjugates,
hence the two conditions are equivalent.)

A square is left (resp. right) homotopy exact if it is D-exact for all left (resp.
right) derivators D , and homotopy exact if it is D-exact for all derivators D .

Note that left and right homotopy exactness are stronger than homotopy ex-
actness, oppositely to how being a derivator is stronger than being a left or right
derivator. The functoriality property of mates (e.g. [KS74]) imply that horizontal
and vertical pasting preserves (left and right) homotopy exact squares.

Observe that for a set I, an I-indexed family of small categories A : I → Cat

can equivalently be regarded as a category A equipped with a functor A → I,
where I denotes also the corresponding discrete category. That is, CatI ≃ Cat/I.
Moreover, if f, g : A → B are functors between two objects of Cat/I, any natural
transformation f ⇒ g in Cat must in fact lie in Cat/I, since I is discrete. In
particular, a morphism in Cat/I has a left or right adjoint in Cat/I if and only if
it does so in Cat .

Lemma 3.5 (cf. [Gro13, Proposition 1.18]). For a set I, let r : A→ B be a right
adjoint in Cat/I. Then the identity 2-cell is left homotopy exact:

A B

I I

r

ur u

Proof. If ℓ is the left adjoint of r, then the map (ur)! r
∗ → u! is conjugate to

u∗ → ℓ∗(ur)∗, which is an identity since the entire adjunction lies over I; hence it
is also an isomorphism. �

Lemma 3.6 (cf. [Gro13, Proposition 1.26]). Any comma square is left and right
homotopy exact:

(u/v) A

B C

p

q u

v

Proof. We prove the left case. By (Der2) and (Der4), it suffices to prove that the
pasted rectangle on the left below is homotopy exact, in which the left-hand square
is also a comma:

(q/ι) (u/v) A

B0 B C

p

q u

ι v

=

(q/ι) (u/vι) A

B0 B0 C

p

q u

vι
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But this is equal to the pasted rectangle on the right above, where the right-hand
square is a comma and the left-hand square is an identity. And the induced functor
(q/ι)→ (u/vι) is a right adjoint, so by Lemma 3.5 and (Der4) both of these squares
are homotopy exact. �

Lemma 3.7 (cf. [Gro13, Proposition 1.24]). If u is a cloven Grothendieck opfibra-
tion, then the identity in any pullback square is left homotopy exact:

A B

C D

p

q y
u

v

Dually, if v is a cloven Grothendieck fibration, such a pullback square is right ho-
motopy exact.

Proof. We prove the left case. Let ι∗D(B) be the pullback

ι∗D(B) B

D0 D

y u

ιD

Then there is an induced functor ι∗D(B)→ (u/ιD), and the cleaving of u supplies a
left adjoint to it over D0. Similarly, since q is also a cloven opfibration, the induced
functor ι∗C(A)→ (q/ιC) is a right adjoint over C0. Therefore, by (Der2) and (Der4)
and Lemma 3.5, it suffices to prove that the following pasting is homotopy exact:

ι∗C(A) (q/ιC) A B

C0 C0 C D.

p

q
y

u

ιC v

But this factors as

ι∗C(A) ι∗D(B) (u/ιD) B

C0 D0 D0 D.

y u

v0 ιD

Here the left- and right-hand squares are homotopy exact by (Der4), while the
middle square is homotopy exact by Lemma 3.5. �

Definition 3.8. A morphism of prederivators is a pseudonatural transformation,
and a transformation is a modification. We say a morphism G : D → D ′ of
left derivators is cocontinuous if for any functor u : A→ B, the canonical mate-
transformation

D(A) D ′(A)

D(B) D ′(B)

G

u! u!

G

is an isomorphism. We denote the category of morphisms and transformations by
Hom(D ,D ′), and its full subcategory of cocontinuous morphisms by Homcc(D ,D

′).11

11Sometimes the notation Hom! is used instead, but I find this insufficiently visually distinctive.
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Lemma 3.9. A morphism G : D → D ′ is cocontinuous if and only if the above
condition holds when B is discrete.

Proof. By functoriality of mates, combined with (Der2) and (Der4), we can deduce
the condition for arbitrary u : A→ B from the condition for q : (u/ιB)→ B0. �

Theorem 3.10 (in classical mathematics). Every Quillen model category M in-
duces a derivator Ho(M). If sSet denotes the Kan–Quillen model category of sim-
plicial sets, then Space = Ho(sSet) is the free cocompletion of a point: there is an
object ∗ ∈ Space(1) such that for any derivator D , the induced functor

Homcc(Space,D)→ D(1)

is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. In essense, this is due to Heller [Hel88] and Cisinski [Cis06, Cis04]. �

We will also need two-variable morphisms of derivators, as in [GPS14].

Lemma 3.11 (cf. [GPS14, Theorem 3.11]). For prederivators D1,D2,D3, to give
a morphism D1 ×D2 → D3 is equivalent to giving a family of functors

D1(A)×D2(B)→ D3(A×B)

varying pseudonaturally over Catop × Catop. �

If ⊛ is such a two-variable morphism, we write ⊛A : D1(A) × D2(A) → D3(A)
for its components in the ordinary (or “internal”) sense, and ⊛ : D1(A)×D2(B)→
D3(A×B) for the above equivalent “external” components. The relationship is that
M ⊛A N ∼= ∆∗A(M ⊛N) while M ⊛N ∼= π∗1M ⊛A×B π∗2N .

Definition 3.12. A morphism ⊛ : D1×D2 → D3 of left derivators is cocontinuous

in its first variable if for any u : A → B and M ∈ D1(A) and N ∈ D2(C), the
following mate-transformation is an isomorphism in D3(B × C):

(u × 1)! (M ⊛N) −→ (u!M)⊛N.

See [GPS14, Warning 3.6] for why this has to be formulated with the external
product rather than the internal one. There is a dual notion of cocontinuity in the
second variable, and an analogue of Lemma 3.9 for two-variable morphisms.

Finally, since D(A) → D(A) × D(A) is equivalent to ∇∗ : D(A) → D(A + A)
(this uses (Der1) for finite coproducts), in a right derivator the former functor also
has a right adjoint. Thus any right derivator D is “cartesian monoidal”, with a
product morphism × : D ×D → D .

Definition 3.13. We say a derivator D is distributive if this × is cocontinuous
in both variables.12

For example, a complete and cocomplete category regarded as a derivator as in
Example 3.2 is distributive if binary products preserve colimits in each variable, in
the usual sense. In particular, Set is distributive.

12Technically this definition does not require D to be a full derivator, only a “left derivator
with binary products”, but we will have no use for that generality.
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4. The derivator of setoids

Let E be, to start with, a category with finite limits.

Lemma 4.1. Eex : Cat
op → CAT is a 2-functor.

Proof. First, the restriction functors u∗ : Eex(B) → Eex(A) are strictly functorial,
being given by simple composition with the data of u. Second, given a natural
transformation µ : u ⇒ v : A → B with components µa : ua → va, for any
X ∈ Eex(B) we have an induced family of morphisms Xµa,0 : Xua,0 → Xva,0 and
Xµa,1 : Xua,1 → Xva,1. Third, for α : a → a′, by applying the pseudo-transitivity
m to Xuα,µa′ and Xµa,vα, we have morphisms Xua,0 → Xva′,1 exhibiting naturality.
Thus, we obtain a morphism of coherent diagrams u∗X → v∗X . The 2-functoriality
axioms follow straightforwardly. �

Lemma 4.2. Eex satisfies (Der1).

Proof. For any coproduct of categories, the functor Eex(
∑

iAi) →
∏

i Eex(Ai) is
bijective on objects. To show that it is full, we must select representatives for a
family of morphisms in each Eex(Ai) to assemble them into a representative for a
morphism in Eex(

∑
iAi); this is possible when I is projective. Similarly, to show

that it is faithful, we must select witnesses of equality in each Eex(Ai) to assemble
into such a witness in Eex(

∑
iAi), which is also possible when I is projective. �

Lemma 4.3. Eex satisfies (Der2).

Proof. Let f : X → Y be a (representative of a) morphism in Eex(A), with com-
ponents fa,0, fa,1, and fα. If it is invertible in Eex(A0), then we have families of
morphisms ga,0 : Ya,0 → Xa,0 and ga,1 : Ya,1 → Xa,1 representing morphisms of
pseudo-equivalence relations Ya → Xa, and such that gf ∼ 1 and fg ∼ 1 in Eex(A0).
The latter mean that there exist ha : Xa,0 → Ya,1 with sha = ga,0fa,0 and tha = 1,
and also ka : Ya,0 → Xa,1 with ska = fa,0ga,0 and tka = 1. Using a chosen such h
and k, we can define (copying the usual proof that a pointwise invertible natural
transformation is invertible in the functor category) for each α : a→ a′ a morphism
gα : Ya,0 → Xa′,1 making g a representative of a morphism in Eex(A). The same h
and k then witness that gf = 1 and fg = 1 in Eex(A). �

Lemma 4.4. If E is complete, then Eex is a right derivator. If E has pullback-stable
coproducts, then Eex is a left derivator.

Proof. We can use the classical construction of pointwise Kan extensions [ML98,
Theorem X.3.1] essentially verbatim, due to the fact that the constructions in Theo-
rems 2.11 and 2.13 are not just adjoints, but have a constructive universal property
with respect to representatives of morphisms and witnesses of equality. That is,
there is a function which, given a representative for a morphism (pA)

∗X → Y in
Eex(A), produces a representative for the corresponding morphism X → L, where
L is the limit constructed in Theorem 2.11; and similarly for witnesses of equal-
ity between morphisms, and for colimits. The construction of these functions is
essentially contained in the proofs of Theorems 2.11 and 2.13.

Consider the case of limits; the case of colimits is analogous. Given u : A→ B,
for any b ∈ B we have the comma category (b/u) with projection qb : (b/u) → A.
For X ∈ Eex(A) and b ∈ B, define (u∗X)b = (pb/u)∗q

∗
bX , with the limit functor

(pb/u)∗ constructed as in Theorem 2.11. For a morphism β : b→ b′ in B, the above
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remark implies that we can give a morphism representative (u∗X)b → (u∗X)b′ by
giving a morphism representative (pb′/u)

∗(pb/u)∗q
∗
bX → q∗b′X , consisting of mor-

phism representatives (pb/u)∗q
∗
bX → Xa for all morphisms β′ : b′ → ua, with

compatibility witnesses. These latter representatives can be given by the projec-
tions from (pb/u)∗q

∗
bX corresponding to the composite β′β : b → ua, and similarly

for the compatibility witnesses. Likewise, the same principles yield witnesses of
functoriality and a universal property of u∗ as a right adjoint of u∗. Thus (Der3R)
holds. To prove (Der4R), in a comma square with A discrete:

(u/v) A

B C,

p

q u

v

the construction above shows that (u∗v∗X)a and (p∗q
∗X)a are limits (as in The-

orem 2.11) of the restrictions of X to a pair of isomorphic categories (ua/v) and
(a/p). Thus, these limits are isomorphic, in a constructive way that can be done
simultaneously for all a ∈ A. �

Lemma 4.5. Eex satisfies (Der5).

Proof. Analogously to Remark 2.9, since 2 is finite, the functor in question is ac-
tually an equivalence. �

Theorem 4.6. For any complete category E with small coproducts preserved by
pullback, Eex is a strong distributive derivator.

Proof. We have verified all the strong derivator axioms in Lemmas 4.2 to 4.5, so it
remains only to prove distributivity. For this, we note that if in Theorem 2.11 A is
discrete, we can replace the construction given there by the simpler L0 =

∏
a Ya,0

and L1 =
∏

a Ya,1. Now since the “colimits” in Theorem 2.13 are constructed out
of pullbacks and coproducts, and both of these are preserved in each variable by
finite products, it follows that the derivator products in Eex preserve its left Kan
extensions in each variable. �

Corollary 4.7. Setex is a strong distributive derivator. �

Remark 4.8. The free exact completion is not in general idempotent. In particular,
we can have (Setex)ex 6≃ Setex. However, since Setex is not complete or cocomplete
as a category, Theorem 4.6 does not imply that (Setex)ex is a derivator. It is unclear
whether there is a notion of “exact completion of a derivator”.

5. Equivalences and locality

As suggested in the introduction, we are interested in derivators that satisfy a
relative version of Theorem 3.10, being a free cocompletion of a point in a world
of “1-categorical derivators”. Thus, we may start by asking what it is that makes a
derivator 1-categorical. Intuitively, an (∞, 1) “is” a 1-category if all its hom-spaces
are 0-truncated; but a derivator does not have explicit hom-spaces.

However, we can detect the same information using limits and colimits of con-
stant diagrams. For instance, for any object M of an (∞, 1)-category, the limit of
the constant diagram

M ⇒ M
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is the free loop space object LM of M , which is equivalent to M just when M is
0-truncated. Similarly, one dimension down, the product M ×M is equivalent to
M just when M is (−1)-truncated, i.e. subterminal. Thus, the “1-categorical” or “0-
categorical” nature of an (∞, 1)-category is detected by limits of constant diagrams
of this shape.

More generally, in any derivator we can consider the following relative notion.

Definition 5.1. Let u : A → B and v : B → I be functors, where I is a discrete
set. We say u is a D-equivalence over I, for a prederivator D , if u∗ is fully
faithful on the image of v∗.

Lemma 5.2. If D is a left derivator, then u is a D-equivalence over I if and only
if the map (vu)! (vu)

∗ → v! v
∗ is an isomorphism. Dually, if D is a right derivator,

then u is a D-equivalence over I if and only if the map v∗ v
∗ → (vu)∗ (vu)

∗ is an
isomorphism.

Proof. By the Yoneda lemma, the stated condition for left derivators is equivalent
to saying that

D(I)(v! v
∗X,Y )→ D(I)((vu)! (vu)

∗X,Y )

is a bijection for all X,Y ∈ D(I). But this map is isomorphic to

D(I)(v∗X, v∗Y )→ D(I)(v∗u∗X, v∗u∗Y ),

and this being a bijection for all X,Y is Definition 5.1. �

The above considerations might lead us to say that a prederivator D is 1-
categorical if the functor (· ⇒ ·) → 1 is a D-equivalence, and 0-categorical if
the functor (1 + 1) → 1 is a D-equivalence. However, as we will see, things are
a bit more subtle than this. We begin by recording some basic properties of the
D-equivalences.

Lemma 5.3. If f : I → J is a function between discrete sets and u : A → B is a
D-equivalence over J , for a left or right derivator D , then the pullback f∗(u) is a
D-equivalence over I:

f∗A f∗B I

A B J

f∗u

y

f∗v

y f

u v

Proof. We prove the left case. Any functor with discrete codomain is a cloven opfi-
bration, so by Lemma 3.7 f∗ transforms v! and (vu)! into (f∗v)! and ((f∗v)(f∗u))!.
Since it also commutes with v∗ and (vu)∗ by functoriality, it preserves the property
in Lemma 5.2. �

Lemma 5.4. Let I =
∑

j∈J Ij be a coproduct of sets, with injections gj : Ij → I,
such that the indexing set J is projective. If u : A → B is a functor over I such
that each g∗j (u) is a D-equivalence over Ij for a left or right derivator D , then u is
a D-equivalence over I.

Proof. By (Der1), isomorphisms in D(I) are detected in each D(Ij), and restriction
along gj commutes with the relevant functors as in Lemma 5.3. �

Corollary 5.5. Assuming the axiom of choice, u : A→ B is a D-equivalence over
I if and only if its fiber ui : Ai → Bi over each i ∈ I is a D-equivalence over 1. �
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Corollary 5.5 explains why in classical mathematics, D-equivalences are defined
without reference to an indexing set I. Note also that for any f : I → J , a D-
equivalence over I is also a D-equivalence over J . In particular, any D-equivalence
over I is also a D-equivalence over 1. Dually, for any functor u : A → B there is
a strongest sort of D-equivalence that it can be, namely over the set I = π0(B) of
connected components of B.

Lemma 5.6. For any prederivator D , the D-equivalences are saturated, in the
sense that if a morphism u in Cat/I becomes an isomorphism in (Cat/I)[(WD

I )
−1],

where WD
I denotes the D-equivalences over I, then u is a D-equivalence. Therefore,

the D-equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property, the 2-out-of-6 property, and are
closed under retracts.

Proof. For fixed X,Y ∈ D(I), there is a functor ΦX,Y : Cat/I → Setop send-
ing v : A → I to D(A)(v∗X, v∗Y ). Since ΦX,Y inverts all D-equivalences, it
factors through (Cat/I)[(WD

I )
−1]; and therefore, if u becomes an isomorphism in

(Cat/I)[(WD
I )
−1], it is inverted by ΦX,Y . But if u is inverted by ΦX,Y for all X,Y ,

then it is a D-equivalence by definition. �

We now give some examples of D-equivalences.

Proposition 5.7. For any complete or cocomplete category C , regarded as a deriva-
tor, a functor u : A→ B is a C -equivalence over I if:

• For each i ∈ I, the functor on fibers ui : Ai → Bi induces a bijection on sets
of connected components, π0(ui) : π0(Ai) ∼= π0(Bi).

The converse holds for C = Set.

Proof. In the cocomplete case, we observe that for v : B → I where I is discrete,
and X ∈ C I , we have (v! v

∗X)i = π0(Bi) · Xi, the copower of Xi by the set
π0(Bi). Thus the map (vu)! (vu)

∗ → v! v
∗ consists of copowers by π0(ui), so it is an

isomorphism if these functions are bijections. The converse when C = Set follows
by taking Xi = 1. �

In particular, the functor (·⇒ ·)→ 1 above is a C -equivalence for any such C .

Definition 5.8. If T and D are prederivators and every T -equivalence is a D-
equivalence, we say that D is T -local.

Thus Proposition 5.7 says that any complete or cocomplete category C is Set-
local. For many such C the converse also holds (i.e. Set is C -local), but not all.

Proposition 5.9. If C is a complete lattice, regarded as a derivator, then u : A→
B is a C -equivalence over I if:

• For each i ∈ I, if Bi is inhabited then so is Ai.

The converse holds when C = Prop is the poset of truth values. Thus, every com-
plete lattice is Prop-local.

Put differently, the condition is that ui induces an isomorphism of supports
π−1(Ai) ∼= π−1(Bi), where π−1(C) is the subterminal set corresponding to the
proposition “C is inhabited”.

Proof. For v : B → I with I discrete, and X ∈ C I , we have (v! v
∗X)i =

∨
b∈Bi

Xi,

and the join of a constant family (a copower in a lattice) depends only on the support
of the indexing set. The converse when C = Prop follows by taking Xi = ⊤. �
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Remark 5.10. A functor u : A→ B is an Set-equivalence over I if and only if it is
a Set-equivalence over 1, since π0(A) ∼=

∑
i π0(Ai). However, this is not the case

for Prop-equivalences.

Moving down one more categorical dimension, we have the trivial case:

Proposition 5.11. If Contr denotes the terminal derivator, every functor is a
Contr-equivalence. �

The subtlety mentioned above is that our derivators of exact completions, though
intuitively “1-categorical”, are nevertheless not Set-local.

Proposition 5.12. Let E be a complete category with small coproducts preserved
by pullback. Then u : A→ B is an Eex-equivalence over I if the following hold:

• There is a function s : B0 → A0.
• There is a function sending any β : b→ b′ to a zigzag in A from sb to sb′ (and

hence similarly for any zigzag in B).
• There is a function sending each b ∈ B to a zigzag in B from b to usb.
• There is a function sending each a ∈ A to a zigzag in A from a to sua.

The converse holds if E = Set. Thus, every Eex is Setex-local.

Note that the existence of the zigzags, plus discreteness of I, ensures that s must
also be a map over I, i.e. consist of functions (Bi)0 → (Ai)0.

Proof. Let u : A→ B satisfy the stated conditions and v : B → I a functor with I
discrete. Let X,Y ∈ Eex(I), consisting essentially of an I-indexed family of pseudo-
equivalence relations. We must show that u∗ is fully faithful on morphisms between
v∗X and v∗Y .

For faithfulness, suppose f, g : v∗X → v∗Y are morphism representatives and we
have a witness of equality consisting of maps ha : Xvua,0 → Yvua,1. Then hsb, for
b ∈ B, witness that f and g are equal at objects of the form usb. And since v∗X
and v∗Y both act as the identity on all morphisms of B, equality of components of
f and g transfers, constructively, across all naturality squares. Thus, the assumed
zigzags in B can be used to construct a witness that f ∼ g.

For fullness, suppose f : u∗v∗X → u∗v∗Y is a morphism representative. Given
b ∈ B, we obtain components gb,0 = fsb,0 and gb,1 = fsb,1 representing a morphism
gb : (v∗X)b → (v∗Y )b. For any β : b → b′ in B, by assumption we have a zigzag
from sb to sb′; composing naturality squares along this zigzag we can construct
a witness gβ making g a morphism representative v∗X → v∗Y . Finally, for any
a ∈ A, the assumption yields a zigzag from a to sua, which we can use to construct
a witness that u∗(g) ∼ f .

For the converse, suppose u : A → B is a Setex-equivalence over I, and let
X ∈ Setex(I) be constant at the terminal pseudo-equivalence relation. Then by
the construction in Theorem 2.13, (v! v

∗X)i is the pseudo-equivalence relation on
the set (Bi)0 of objects of Bi freely generated by reflexivities and the arrows of Bi.
Thus, its relations are essentially bracketed zigzags in Bi. Similarly, ((vu)! (vu)

∗X)i
is the set (Ai)0 with relations being bracketed zigzags in Ai. The stated conditions
are then (modulo adding and removing brackets, which is trivial) precisely what it
means for these induced maps to be an isomorphism in Setex(I). �
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Note that the conditions in Proposition 5.12 are stronger than those in Proposi-
tion 5.7. Thus Set is Setex-local, but Setex is not Set-local. Moreover, in the absence
of choice, this inequality is strict;

Proposition 5.13. Setex is Set-local if and only if the axiom of choice holds.

Proof. Let p : E → B be a surjection of sets. Regard B as a discrete groupoid, and
make E a groupoid such that p is fully faithful (i.e. equip it with the kernel pair
of p, regarded as an equivalence relation). Then π0(E) ∼= π0(B) = B, so p is an
Set-equivalence. But if it is a Setex-equivalence, then p is split. �

However, the functor (·⇒ ·)→ 1 is a Setex-equivalence, so Setex is still intuitively
“1-categorical”. Two more examples will help to clarify the situation.

Example 5.14. Let E be a category with small products and coproducts. For a
small category A, let Epos(A) denote the following category:

• An object consists of an object Xa ∈ E for all a ∈ A, together with a morphism
Xα : Xa → Xa′ for all α : a→ a′ in A.

• A morphism representative f : X → Y consists of a morphism fa : Xa → Ya
for all a ∈ A. Any two morphism representatives are equivalent.

Thus Epos(A) is a (large) preorder, and in particular Epos(1) is (equivalent to) the
preorder reflection of E .

Arguments like those of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, but simpler, show that Epos satisfies
(Der1) and (Der2). The constant diagram functor (pA)

∗ : Epos(1)→ Epos(A) has a
right and left adjoint given by taking products and coproducts respectively. We can
then use these to construct pointwise Kan extensions as in Lemma 4.4, showing that
Epos is a derivator. If binary products in E preserve coproducts in each variable,
then Epos is a distributive derivator.

Proposition 5.15. For E a category with small products and coproducts, a functor
u : A→ B is an Epos-equivalence over I if:

• There is a function B0 → A0 over I.

The converse holds if E = Set.

Proof. For X ∈ Epos(I), by construction (v! v
∗X)i is the copower (Bi)0 · Xi, and

similarly ((vu)! (vu)
∗X)i = (Ai)0 · Xi. Thus, the condition given yields a map

backwards, hence an isomorphism in Epos(I). The converse follows by letting Xi be
the terminal object. �

As with the relationship between Set and Setex, the condition of Proposition 5.15
is stronger than that of Proposition 5.9. Thus Prop is Setpos-local, but Setpos is not
Prop-local. Indeed, Setpos is not even Set-local, though it is still “0-categorical” in
that the functor (1 + 1)→ 1 is a Setpos-equivalence.

It is true that Setpos is Setex-local. It is also local for the following intermediate
derivator Setreg:

Example 5.16. For a category E with finite limits, its reg/lex completion Ereg is
defined to be the full subcategory of Eex on the pseudo-equivalence relations that
are kernel pairs. Such kernel pairs are, in particular, actual equivalence relations;
and if E is already exact (like Set), then they include all the equivalence relations.

If we define Ereg(A) as a similar subcategory of Eex(A), then it is closed under
the limits of Theorem 2.11 but not the colimits of Theorem 2.13. However, the
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Setex

Setreg

Setpos Set

Prop

Contr

Figure 1. Part of the preorder of relative free cocompletions of a point

(regular epi, mono) factorization of a pseudo-equivalence relation always yields an
equivalence relation. Thus, if E is exact, then Ereg(A) is reflective in Eex(A); so we
can define left Kan extensions in Ereg(A) by composing the reflection with those of
Eex(A). Since the reflections commute with the restriction functors, (Der4) holds.

In sum, if E is complete, exact, and has small coproducts preserved by pullback,
then Ereg(A) is a derivator. Since products preserve image factorizations, Ereg(A) is
also a distributive derivator.

Remark 5.17. Analogously to Remark 2.3, we can view Setreg as the homotopy
category of the bicategory of “bidiscrete groupoids” (those in which any two parallel
arrows are equal). See [KP14, Kin98].

Proposition 5.18. Let E be complete, exact, and have small coproducts preserved
by pullback. Then u : A→ B is an Ereg-equivalence over I if the following hold:

• There is a function s : B0 → A0.
• For any β : b → b′ in B, there exists a zigzag in A from sb to sb′ (and hence

likewise for any zigzag in B).
• For any b ∈ B, there exists a zigzag in B from b to usb.
• For any a ∈ A, there exists a zigzag in A from a to sua.

The converse holds if E = Set. Thus, every Ereg is Setreg-local.

Proof. In Ereg, witnesses of equality are unique when they exist; thus it suffices
to assert that they exist rather than specifying them functionally. Hence, we can
essentially copy the proof of Proposition 5.12, but without specified zigzags. �

Clearly Setreg is Setex-local while Set is Setreg-local. Also, Setpos is Setreg-local.
Thus, in the preorder where D1 ≤ D2 means “D1 is D2-local”, we have the fragment
shown in Figure 1. In §8 we will speculate about extending this upwards.

6. Setex is a relative free cocompletion

We will show each of the derivators in Figure 1 is the free cocompletion of a
point in the sub-universe of derivators that are local for it, in the following sense.

Definition 6.1. A left derivator T is a relative free cocompletion of a point

if for any T -local left derivator D , the “evaluation at the terminal object ∗ ∈ T (1)”
functor

Homcc(T ,D)→ D(1)

is an equivalence of categories.
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How do we prove such universal properties? As observed by [Hel88], there is a
derivator that can easily be shown to map into any other left derivator, namely the
complete and cocomplete category Cat . More generally, we have:

Lemma 6.2. For any left derivator D , there is a morphism ⊙ : Cat × D → D .
Moreover, if u : E → F is a morphism in CatA such that

∑
a ua is a D-equivalence

over A0, then u⊙M : E ⊙M → F ⊙M is an isomorphism in D .

Proof. As in [GPS14, Theorem 3.11], to define such a two-variable morphism it
suffices to give functors ⊙ : Cat(A)×D(B)→ D(A×B) that vary pseudonaturally
in A and B. The components ⊙A : (Cat × D)(A) = Cat(A) × D(A) → D(A) of
a pseudonatural transformation are then obtained by composing with restriction
along the diagonal A→ A×A.

Given E ∈ Cat
A, let pE :

∫
E → A be its Grothendieck construction, which is a

split opfibration. Then we have the following diagram:
∫
E ×B B

A×B

π2

pE×1

Therefore, given M ∈ D(B), we can define

E ⊙M = (pE × 1)! (π2)
∗(M) ∈ D(A×B).

Pseudonaturality is immediate.
Now suppose u : E → F is such that

∑
a ua is a D-equivalence over A0. To

show that u⊙M is an isomorphism, by (Der2) it suffices to restrict it to A0 ×B0.
And since pE × 1 and pF × 1 are opfibrations, by Lemma 3.7 the following square
is exact, along with the analogous one for F :

(
∑

aEa)×B0

∫
E ×B

A0 ×B0 A×B

(pE)0×1
y

pE×1

Moreover, the restriction of M ∈ D(B) to (
∑

aEa)×B0 factors through its restric-
tion to B0 and also to A0 × B0. Now the desired statement simply reduces to the
fact that (

∑
a ua) × 1B0

is a D-equivalence over A0 × B0, which follows from the
hypothesis and Lemma 5.3. �

Since left extensions in D commute with each other, ⊙ is cocontinuous in its
second variable. If it were also cocontinuous in its first variable, defining E 7→ E⊙1
would give a cocontinuous morphism Cat → D . This is not generally the case,
essentially because

∫
E is a oplax colimit of E rather than a homotopy colimit.

However, we can make it true by “localizing Cat ” in a way that forces such oplax
colimits to become “colimits” in a derivator.

Classically, there is a universal way to do this, using the Thomason model struc-
ture [Tho80] on Cat , which is Quillen equivalent to simplicial sets. This is roughly
the approach of [Hel88, Cis06, Cis04]. Model categories for relative free cocomple-
tions of a point can then be obtained by left Bousfield localization. It would be
interesting to see whether this approach can be reproduced constructively, but we
will not attempt to do that here.
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Instead, since Figure 1 contains a maximal element Setex, we will just prove
explicitly that Setex is a relative free cocompletion of a point, and then deduce the
same property for the other derivators in Figure 1. Of course, a more abstract
approach will probably be required to extend these results to higher dimensions.

Definition 6.3. For X ∈ Setex(1), let X̃ be the category with object set X0 +X1

and nonidentity arrows ξ → sξ and ξ → tξ for all ξ ∈ X1.

Then X̃⊙1 ∈ Setex(1) is the set X0+X1 with pseudo-equivalence relation freely
generated by ξ ∼ sξ and ξ ∼ tξ.

Lemma 6.4. X̃ ⊙ 1 is isomorphic to X in Setex.

Proof. In one direction, we have a map X → X̃ ⊙ 1 that is the inclusion of the
summand X0, and sending a witness ξ that sξ ∼ tξ to the composite witness
sξ ∼ ξ ∼ tξ. In the other direction, we can act as the identity on X0 and send
ξ ∈ X1 to sξ (say), with the generating witnesses of equality ξ ∼ sξ sent to the
reflexivity witness for sξ, and the generating witnesses ξ ∼ tξ sent to the witness ξ

that sξ ∼ tξ. The composite on X0 is the identity, while the composite on X̃ ⊙ 1
is equal to the identity via the witnesses ξ ∼ sξ. �

We would like to represent a coherent diagram X ∈ Setex(A) similarly by an
object of CatA. However, since X is only functorial up to witnesses of equality, a
naive pointwise construction does not produce a functor (or even a pseudofunctor)

X̃ : A→ Cat . More importantly, the morphisms in Setex(A) are not natural or even
pseudonatural for this construction. Thus, we need some kind of strictification.

Remark 6.5. At this point we could attempt to proceed in roughly the same way
that derivators are usually constructed in classical homotopy theory (see e.g. [Cis10b]
or [Gro13, Proposition 1.30]), by building some kind of model category of setoids and
morphism representatives whose homotopy category would be Setex(1). We would
then lift this model category to a model structure on strict A-shaped diagrams
and strict natural transformations, whose homotopy category would be equivalent
to Setex(A). The machinery of Quillen adjunctions would then give an alternative
approach to the construction of the derivator Setex, and the strictness of the mor-

phisms in the model category would make it easier to lift the construction X̃ to
diagrams.

The first step of this approach to Setex was achieved in [Hen20, §4.1] with the con-
struction of a weak model category of setoids whose homotopy category is Setex(1).
However, the lifting of weak model structures to categories of diagrams does not
exist in the literature yet. Rather than develop this machinery here, I have elected
to give an explicit construction, which has the additional advantage of being more
accessible to a reader without experience in model category theory. But it should
be clear that this is only feasible because of the very simple nature of the derivator
Setex; more complicated examples require more advanced techniques.

Definition 6.6. For X ∈ Setex(A), let X̃ : A→ Cat be the following functor.

• For c ∈ A, the category X̃c has two classes of objects:
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(i) Triples (a, α, x) where α : a→ c and x ∈ Xa,0, which can be drawn as:

x

a cα

(ii) Tuples (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) where α : a → a′ in A and x ∈ Xa,0, while
α′ : a′ → c in A and x′ ∈ Xa′,0, and ξ ∈ Xa′,1 satisfies sξ = Xα,0(x) and
tξ = x′, as shown:

x Xα,0(x) x′

a a′ c

ξ

α α′

• The nonidentity morphisms in X̃c are of the form

(a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)→ (a, α′α, x) and

(a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)→ (a′, α′, x′).

• For γ : c→ c′ in A, the functor X̃γ : X̃c → X̃c′ is defined on objects by

X̃γ(a, α, x) = (a, γα, x)

X̃γ(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, α, x, a′, γα′, x′, ξ)

For a morphism representative f : X → Y , let f̃ : X̃ → Ỹ be the natural transfor-

mation whose component f̃c : X̃c → Ỹc is defined on objects by

f̃c(a, α, x) = (a, α, fa,0(x))

f̃c(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, α, fa,0(x), a

′, α′, fa,0(x
′),m(fα(x), fa,1(ξ))),

where m is the transitivity operation on equality witnesses in Ya′ .

Lemma 6.7. For any X ∈ Setex(A) we have a specified isomorphism X̃ ⊙ ∗ ∼= X,
where ∗ ∈ Setex(1) is the terminal object. Similarly, for any morphism representa-
tive f : X → Y we have a specified witness that the evident square commutes:

X̃ ⊙ ∗ X

Ỹ ⊙ ∗ Y

∼=

f̃⊙∗ f

∼=

Proof. By definition, X̃ ⊙∗ is the left extension of the constant diagram at ∗ along

the functor pX̃ :
∫
X̃ → A. Since this functor is a cloven (indeed, split) opfibration,

this extension can be computed using colimits, as in Theorem 2.13, over the fibers.

The fiber over c ∈ A is the category X̃c as defined above. Thus, (X̃⊙∗)c has underly-
ing set consisting of the triples (a, α, x) and tuples (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ), with pseudo-
equivalence relation freely generated by witnesses (a, α′α, x) ∼ (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)
and (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) ∼ (a′, α′, x′).
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In one direction, we define a morphism representative g : X̃ ⊙ ∗ → X by

gc,0(a, α, x) = Xα,0(x)

gc,0(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = Xα′,0(x

′)

gc,1((a, α
′α, x) ∼ (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)) = m(Xα,α′(x), Xα′,1(ξ))

gc,1((a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) ∼ (a′, α′, x′)) = r(Xα′,0(x

′))

gγ(a, α, x) = Xα,gm(x)

gγ(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = Xα′,gm(x′)

(extending to all of (X̃ ⊙ ∗)c,1 by freeness). In the other direction, we define a

morphism representative h : X → X̃ ⊙ ∗ by

hc,0(x) = (c, 1c, x)

hc,1(ξ) = (c, 1c, sξ, c, 1c, tξ,m(Xr(sξ), ξ))

hγ(x) =
(
(c, γ, x) ∼ (c, γ, x, c′, 1c′, Xγ,0(x), r(Xγ,0(x))) ∼ (c′, 1c′ , Xγ,0(x))

)
.

The composite in one direction, h ◦ g, sends (a, α, x) to (c, 1c, Xα,0(x)), for which
we have

(a, α, x) ∼ (a, α, x, c, 1c, Xα,0(x), r(Xα,0(x))) ∼ (c, 1c, Xα,0(x)).

And it sends (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) to (c, 1c, Xα′,0(x
′)), for which we have

(a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) ∼ (a′, α′, x′)

together with a zigzag like that above. And the composite in the other direction,
g ◦ h, sends x ∈ Xc to X1c,0(x), which is identified with x by Xr(x). Thus, g and
h together represent an isomorphism in Setex(A).

For the second statement, note that f̃ ⊙ 1 : X̃ ⊙ ∗ → Ỹ ⊙ ∗ sends (a, α, x) to

(a, α, fa,0(x)). Thus, the composite X → X̃ ⊙ ∗ → Ỹ ⊙ ∗ and X → Y → Ỹ ⊙ ∗
both send x to (c, 1c, fc,0(x)). �

We emphasize, however, that the construction f 7→ f̃ does not define any kind
of functor yet. Specifically, it is only defined on morphism representatives, which

do not compose associatively, and the composite of two morphisms of the form f̃
may no longer be of that form. Thus, we need some way to also detect witnesses
of equality at the categorical level. For this we use the following “path space”.

Definition 6.8. For X ∈ Setex(A), let ℘X̃ : A→ Cat be the following functor.

• For c ∈ A, the category ℘X̃c hos two classes of objects:
(i) Triples (a, α, ζ) where α : a→ c and ζ ∈ Xa,1.
(ii) Tuples (a, α, ζ, a′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′) where α : a → a′ and ζ ∈ Xa,1, while

α′ : a′ → c and ζ′ ∈ Xa′,1, and ξ, ξ′ ∈ Xa′,1 satisfy sξ = Xα,0(sζ),
tξ = sζ′, sξ′ = Xα,0(tζ), and tξ′ = tζ′.

• The nonidentity morphisms in ℘X̃c are of the form:

(a, α, ζ, a′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′)→ (a, α′α, ζ)

(a, α, ζ, a′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′)→ (a′, α′, ζ′).
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• For γ : c→ c′ in A, the functor ℘X̃γ : ℘X̃c → ℘X̃c′ is defined on objects by

X̃γ(a, α, ζ) = (a, γα, ζ)

X̃γ(a, α, ζ, a
′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′) = (a, α, ζ, a′, γα′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′).

There are two natural transformations σ, τ : ℘X̃ → X̃ defined on objects by

σc(a, α, ζ) = (a, α, sζ)

σc(a, α, ζ, a
′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′) = (a, α, sζ, a′, α′, sζ′, ξ)

τc(a, α, ζ) = (a, α, tζ)

τc(a, α, ζ, a
′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′) = (a, α, tζ, a′, α′, tζ′, ξ′).

Finally, there is a natural transformation ρ : X̃ → ℘X̃ defined on objects by

ρc(a, α, x) = (a, α, rx)

ρc(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, α, rx, a′, α′, rx′, ξ, ξ),

where r is the witness of reflexivity in X .

Lemma 6.9. We have σρ = τρ = 1X̃ , and the functors
∑

a ρa,
∑

a σa, and
∑

a τa
are Setex-equivalences over A0.

Proof. The first statement is evident. For the second, by 2-out-of-3 (Lemma 5.6)
it suffices to show

∑
a ρa is a Setex-equivalence. Since (

∑
a σa) ◦ (

∑
a ρa) = 1, it

suffices to connect each object of ℘X̃a to its image under ρaσa with a zigzag.
First we need a zigzag between (a, α, ζ) and (a, α, rsζ), for which we can use

(a, α, rsζ)← (a, 1a, ζ, a, α, rsζ, rsζ, ζ) → (a, α, ζ).

Next we need a zigzag between (a, α, ζ, a′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′) and (a, α, rsζ, a′, α′, rsζ′, ξ, ξ),
for which we compose the zigzag constructed as above for (a′, α′, ζ′) with the maps

(a, α, rsζ, a′, α′, rsζ′, ξ, ξ)→ (a′, α′, rsζ′) and

(a′, α′, ζ′)← (a, α, ζ, a′, α′, ζ′, ξ, ξ′). �

Lemma 6.9 says that ℘X̃ is a “path space” relative to the Setex-equivalences.

Definition 6.10. For morphisms φ, ψ : X̃ → Ỹ in Cat
A, a right homotopy φ ∼ ψ

is a morphism θ : X̃ → ℘Ỹ such that σθ = φ and τθ = ψ.

Lemma 6.11. If f, g : X → Y are morphism representatives in Setex(A) and

h : f ∼ g is a witness of equality, then f̃ and g̃ are right homotopic.

Proof. We define h̃ : X̃ → ℘Ỹ on objects by h̃(a, α, x) = (a, α, ha(x)) and

h̃(a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) =

(a, α, ha(x), a
′, α′, ha′(x′),m(fα(x), fa,1(ξ)),m(gα(x), ga,1(ξ))). �

We can now use this path-space to remedy the problems of functoriality.

Lemma 6.12. If X
f
−→ Y

g
−→ Z are morphism representatives in Setex(A), then g̃f̃

and g̃f are right homotopic.
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Proof. By definition, we have

g̃c(f̃c(a, α, x)) = (a, α, ga,0(fa,0(x)))

g̃c(f̃c(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ)) = (a, α, ga,0(fa,0(x)), a

′, α′, ga,0(fa,0(x
′)),

m(gα(fa,0(x)), ga,1(m(fα(x), fa,1(ξ)))))

g̃fc(a, α, x) = (a, α, ga,0(fa,0(x)))

g̃fc(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, α, ga,0(fa,0(x)), a

′, α′, ga,0(fa,0(x
′)),

m((gf)α(x), ga,1(fa,1(ξ))))

where (gf)α is the composite witness of naturality. Now define m̃ : X̃ → ℘Z̃ by

m̃c(a, α, x) = (a, α, r(ga,0(fa,0(x))))

m̃c(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, α, r(ga,0(fa,0(x))), a

′, α′, r(ga,0(fa,0(x
′))),

m(gα(fa,0(x)), ga,1(m(fα(x), fa,1(ξ)))),

m((gf)α(x), ga,1(fa,1(ξ)))). �

Lemma 6.13. For X ∈ Setex(A), the morphisms 1̃X and 1X̃ are right homotopic.

Proof. We can define ĩ : X̃ → ℘X̃ by

ĩc(a, α, x) = (a, α, rx)

ĩc(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, α, rx, a′, α′, rx′,m((1X)α(x), ξ), ξ). �

Now we show that right homotopies are inverted in Setex-local derivators.

Lemma 6.14. Let D be a Setex-local left derivator. For any X ∈ Setex(A) and
M ∈ D(B), we have

σX ⊙ 1M = τX ⊙ 1M

as morphisms ℘X̃ ⊙M → X̃ ⊙M in D(A × B). Therefore, if φ, ψ : X̃ → Ỹ are
right homotopic, then φ⊙ ℓ = ψ ⊙ ℓ for any ℓ.

Proof. By functoriality of ⊙, we have

(σ ⊙ 1M ) ◦ (ρ⊙ 1M ) = (τ ⊙ 1M ) ◦ (ρ⊙ 1M ).

However, by Lemma 6.9,
∑

a ρa is a Setex-equivalence over A0, and hence also
a D-equivalence since D is Setex-local. Therefore, by Lemma 6.2, ρ ⊙ 1M is an
isomorphism, and thus cancellable. So σ ⊙ 1M = τ ⊙ 1M .

For the last statement, a right homotopy is a θ with σθ = φ and τθ = ψ. Thus,
the equation σ ⊙ 1M = τ ⊙ 1M implies φ⊙ ℓ = ψ ⊙ ℓ by functoriality. �

This implies that ⊙ descends from Cat to Setex via (̃−).

Definition 6.15. For X ∈ Setex(A) and M ∈ D(B), define X ⊙̃M = X̃ ⊙M .
Similarly, for f : X → Y in Setex(A) and ℓ : M → N in D(B), we choose a

representative of f and define f ⊙̃ ℓ = f̃ ⊙ ℓ.

Proposition 6.16. If D is Setex-local, the definition of f ⊙̃ g is independent of the
choice of representative for f , and defines a functor

⊙̃ : Setex(A) ×D(B)→ D(A×B).
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Proof. By Lemma 6.11, any witness of equality h : f ∼ g between two morphism

representatives yields a right homotopy f̃ ∼ g̃. Thus, by Lemma 6.14, we have

f ⊙̃ ℓ = f̃ ⊙ ℓ = g̃ ⊙ ℓ = g ⊙̃ ℓ. Functoriality on Setex(A) follows similarly from
Lemmas 6.12 and 6.13. �

Now we have to show that these functors vary pseudonaturally in A and B.

Definition 6.17. For X ∈ Setex(B) and u : A→ B, let ωX,u : ũ∗X → u∗X̃ be the
natural transformation defined on objects by

ωX,u(a, α, x) = (ua, uα, x)

ωX,u(a, α, x, a
′, α′, x′, ξ) = (ua, uα, x, ua′, uα′, x′, ξ).

Lemma 6.18. Let X,Y ∈ Setex(C) and A
v
−→ B

u
−→ C, and f : X → Y a morphism

representative. Then the map ωX,1A : X̃ → X̃ is equal to 1X̃ , and the following
diagrams commute:

ṽ∗u∗X v∗(ũ∗X)

v∗u∗X̃

ωu∗X,v

ωX,uv
v∗ωX,u

ũ∗X ũ∗Y

u∗X̃ u∗Ỹ .

ũ∗f

ωu∗X,u ωY,u

u∗f̃

Proof. By inspection of the definitions. �

Lemma 6.19. The functor
∑

a ωX,u,a is a Setex-equivalence over A0.

Proof. First, we must define s : u∗X̃0 → ũ∗X0. The first kind of object of (u∗X̃)c
is (b, β, x) for β : b → uc and x ∈ Xb,0; we send this to (c, 1c, Xβ,0(x)) in (ũ∗X)c.

The second kind of object of (u∗X̃)c is (b, β, x, b′, β′, x′, ξ) for β : b→ b′, x ∈ Xb,0,
β′ : b′ → uc, x′ ∈ Xb′,0, and ξ ∈ Xb′,1 a witness that Xβ,0(x) ∼ x

′; we send this to

(c, 1c, Xβ′β,0(x), c, 1c, Xβ′,0(x
′),m(Xβ,β′(x), Xβ′,1(ξ))) in (ũ∗X)c, where Xβ,β′(x) is

a functoriality witness of X .

Second, we must send morphisms in (u∗X̃)c to zigzags in (ũ∗X)c. We send a
morphism (b, β, x, b′, β′, x′, ξ)→ (b, β′β, x) to the one-morphism zigzag

(c, 1c, Xβ′β,0(x), c, 1c, Xβ′,0(x
′), Xβ′,1(ξ))→ (c, 1c, Xβ′β,0(x)),

and similarly we send a morphism (b, β, x, b′, β′, x′, ξ) → (b′, β′, x′) to the one-
morphism zigzag

(c, 1c, Xβ′,0(Xβ,0(x)), c, 1c, Xβ′,0(x
′), Xβ′,1(ξ))→ (c, 1c, Xβ′,0(x

′))

Third, we must relate each object of (u∗X̃)c by a zigzag to its roundtrip image.
For (b, β, x), we have

(b, β, x)← (b, β, x, uc, 1uc, Xβ,0(x), r(Xβ,0(x)))→ (uc, 1uc, Xβ,0(x)),

while for (b, β, x, b′, β′, x′, ξ) we have

(b, β, x, b′, β′, x′, ξ)→ (b, β′β, x)← • → (uc, 1uc, Xβ′β,0(x))

← (uc, 1uc, Xβ′β,0(x), uc, 1uc, Xβ′,0(x
′), Xβ′,1(ξ))

where the middle zigzag is as above.
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Fourth and finally, we must relate each object of (ũ∗X)c by a zigzag to its
roundtrip image. For (a, α, x) we have

(a, α, x)← (a, α, x, c, 1c, Xuα,0(x), r(Xuα,0(x)))→ (c, 1c, Xuα,0(x)),

while for (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) we have

(a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)→ (a, α′α, x)← • → (c, 1c, Xu(α′α),0(x))

← (c, 1c, Xu(α′α),0(x), c, 1c, Xuα′,0(x
′),m(Xuα,uα′ (x), Xuα′,1(ξ)))

where again the middle zigzag is as above. �

Proposition 6.20. For any Setex-local left derivator D , the functors ⊙̃ of Propo-
sition 6.16 vary pseudonaturally in A,B ∈ Cat . Therefore, they define a morphism
of derivators

⊙̃ : Setex ×D → D .

Proof. For u : A→ A′ and v : B → B′, we define the pseudonaturality constraint

u∗X ⊙̃v∗M = (ũ∗X⊙v∗M)
ω
−→∼ (u∗X̃⊙v∗M) ∼= (u∗×v)(X̃⊙M) = (u∗×v)(X ⊙̃M).

The map induced by ωX,u is an isomorphism by Lemma 6.19, while the second iso-
morphism is the pseudofunctoriality of ⊙. The axioms for a pseudonatural trans-
formation follow from those of ⊙ and Lemma 6.18. �

Proposition 6.21. The above-defined ⊙̃ is cocontinuous in both variables.

Proof. Cocontinuity in the second argument follows from that of ⊙. For cocontinu-
ity in the first argument, by (the two-variable version of) Lemma 3.9 it suffices to
show that for u : A→ I in Cat , with I discrete, and X ∈ Setex(A) and M ∈ D(B),
the transformation (u × 1)!(X ⊙̃M)→ u!X ⊙̃M is an isomorphism.

Since I is discrete, we can let (u!X)i be the colimit of X restricted to Ai as
constructed in Theorem 2.13, and put these together into a coherent diagram u!X .
We then have the adjunction unit η : X → u∗u!X , consisting of the injections into
these colimits. The map we must show to be an isomorphism is the composite

(u× 1)!(X̃ ⊙M)
η̃
−→ (u× 1)!(ũ∗u!X ⊙M)

ω
−→ (u× 1)!(u

∗(ũ!X)⊙M)

∼−→ (u× 1)! (u× 1)∗(ũ!X ⊙M)

−→ ũ!X ⊙M.

Furthermore, the composite ωη̃ induces a map
∫
ωη̃ on Grothendieck constructions:

∫
X̃

∫
ũ!X

A I,

p
X̃

∫
ωη̃

p
ũ!X

u

and the desired map can then be identified with

(u× 1)! (pX̃ × 1)! (π2)
∗M ∼−→ (p

ũ!X
× 1)! (

∫
ωη̃)! (π2)

∗M → (p
ũ!X
× 1)! (π2)

∗M.
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where both projections
∫
X̃×B → B and

∫
ũ!X×B → B are denoted π2. Therefore,

as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, it will suffice to show that
∫
ωη̃ :

∫
X̃ →

∫
ũ!X is a

Setex-equivalence over I.13

The objects of
∫
X̃ are those of X̃c for all c ∈ A, hence of the two forms (a, α, x)

and (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) as usual. But its morphisms incorporate the morphisms of
A according to the Grothendieck construction; thus we have

(6.22) (a, γα′α, x)← (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)→ (a′, γα′, x′)

for any γ : c→ c′.

Since I is discrete,
∫
ũ!X is essentially (up to an inessential modification by Xr

witnesses) the simple construction of Definition 6.3 applied to u!X . Thus, as objects
it has both elements of (u!X)0, which are pairs (a, x) with x ∈ Xa,0, and elements
of (u!X)1. By construction of u!X , the latter sort of element is a sequence

Ξ = (a0, x0, α1, ξ1, a1, x1, α2, ξ2, . . . , αn, ξn, an, xn),

where each xk ∈ Xak,0, and for each k either

• αk : ak−1 → ak and ξk is a witness that Xαk,0(xk−1) ∼ xk, or
• αk : ak → ak−1 and ξk is a witness that Xαk,0(xk) ∼ xk−1.

Such a sequence then comes with morphisms to both (a0, x0) and (an, xn).
The functor

∫
ωη̃ is defined on objects by

∫
ωη̃(a, α, x) = (a, x)

∫
ωη̃(a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) = (a, x, α, ξ, a′, x′).

As always, we use the characterization of Proposition 5.12.

First, to define a function s : (
∫
ũ!X)0 → (

∫
X̃)0, we send (a, x) to (a, 1a, x), and

a zigzag sequence Ξ as above to (a0, 1a0
, x0).

Second, we can send the morphism Ξ→ (a0, x0) to the identity. Before deciding
what to do with the morphism Ξ → (an, xn), note that given α : a → a′ and ξ a
witness that Xα,0(x) ∼ x

′, we have a zigzag

(a, 1a, x)← (a, 1a, x, a, 1a, x, r(x))→ (a, α, x)← (a, α, x, a′, 1a′ , x′, ξ)→ (a′, 1a′ , x′)

in which the second morphism uses the extra flexibility of (6.22), with γ = α. Now
by concatenating these zigzags, possibly reversed as necessary, we obtain a zigzag
from (a0, 1a0

, x0) to (an, 1an
, xn) from any Ξ, which is what we needed.

Third, we need to relate any object of
∫
ũ!X to its roundtrip image by a zigzag.

But an object of the form (a, x) is equal to its roundtrip image, while Ξ comes with
a basic morpism to its roundtrip image (a0, x0).

Fourth and finally, we need to relate any object of
∫
X̃ to its roundtrip image.

The roundtrip image of (a, α, x) is (a, 1a, x), for which we have as above

(a, 1a, x)← (a, 1a, x, a, 1a, x, r(x)) → (a, α, x).

And the roundtrip image of (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ) is (a, 1a, x), for which we have the
previous zigzag together with

(a, α, x)← (a, 1a, x, a, α, x, r(x)) → (a, α′α, x)← (a, α, x, a′, α′, x′, ξ)

in which the middle morphism uses the extra flexibility of (6.22) with γ = α′. �

13This explains our earlier comment that the failure of ⊙ to be cocontinuous in its first variable
is due to

∫
being an oplax colimit rather than a homotopy colimit.
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Corollary 6.23. For any Setex-local left derivator D and any M ∈ D(1), there
is a cocontinuous morphism (− ⊙̃M) : Setex → D such that ∗ ⊙̃M ∼= M , where
∗ ∈ Setex(1) is the terminal object.

Proof. It remains to show that ∗ ⊙̃M ∼=M . By definition, ∗ ⊙̃M = ∗̃⊙M , where ∗̃
is (·⇒ ·). But the functor ∗̃ → 1 is, as noted previously, a Setex-equivalence. Thus
the induced map ∗̃ ⊙M →M is an isomorphism, since D is Setex-local. �

Theorem 6.24. If D is a Setex-local left derivator, then the functor

Homcc(Setex,D)→ D(1),

induced by evaluation at ∗ ∈ Setex(1), is an equivalence of categories. In other
words, Setex is a relative free cocompletion of a point.

Proof. The construction of Corollary 6.23 is functorial and the isomorphism is nat-
ural. Thus, it suffices to construct, for any cocontinuous G : Setex → D , an isomor-
phism GX ∼= X ⊙̃G(∗), natural in G and in X ∈ Setex(A). For this we have

GX ∼= G(X̃ ⊙ ∗)

= G((pX̃ × 1)! (π2)
∗(∗))

∼= (pX̃ × 1)! (π2)
∗G(∗)

= X̃ ⊙G(∗)

= X ⊙̃G(∗),

where the first isomorphism is Lemma 6.7, and the second is because G is cocon-
tinuous. Naturality in G is evident, while naturality in X follows from the second
part of Lemma 6.7. �

7. Other relative free cocompletions

Once we have one relative free cocompletion — in our case, Setex— it is much
easier to construct other Setex-local ones. First we note that if D is distributive
(Definition 3.13), then the whole two-variable morphism ⊙̃ : Setex × D → D is
determined by the functor L : Setex → D defined by

LX = X ⊙̃ ∗.

Lemma 7.1. If D is distributive and Setex-local, we have a natural isomorphism

X ⊙̃M ∼= LX ×M

for X ∈ Setex(A) and M ∈ D(B).

Here × on the right-hand side denotes the functor D(A) × D(B) → D(A × B)
induced by the cartesian product of D .

Proof. By definition,

X ⊙̃M = (pX̃ × 1)! π
∗
2(M)

∼= (pX̃ × 1)! π
∗
2(∗ ×M)

∼= (pX̃ × 1)! π
∗
2(∗)×M (by distributivity)

= (X ⊙̃ ∗)×M

= LX ×M. �
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∫
X̃ ×A0

∫
Ỹ ×A0 A0

A×A0

p
X̃
×1

π2

p
Ỹ
×1

π2

∑
a X̃a

∑
a Ỹa A0

A0

Figure 2. Diagrams for the proof of Corollary 7.2

Corollary 7.2. If D is distributive and Setex-local, and f : X → Y is a morphism

representative in Setex(A) such that Lf is an isomorphism, then
∑

a f̃a is a D-
equivalence over A0.

Proof. By Lemma 7.1, the assumption implies that f ⊙̃M is an isomorphism for
any M ∈ D(B). In particular, for M ∈ D(A0) the induced map

(pX̃ × 1)! π
∗
2(M)→ (pỸ × 1)! π

∗
2(M)

is an isomorphism, where the functors fit into the diagram on the left of Figure 2.
The two functors pX̃ × 1 and pỸ × 1 are split opfibrations, and the pullback of

f̃ × 1 along (ιA × 1A0
) : A0 → A× A0 is

∑
a f̃a. Thus, the corresponding map for

the diagram on the right of Figure 2 is also an isomorphism; but this is precisely

to say that
∑

a f̃a is a D-equivalence over A0. �

Theorem 7.3. If T is Setex-local and distributive, and L : Setex → T has a right
adjoint with invertible counit, then T is a relative free cocompletion of a point.

Proof. Let D be a T -local left derivator; we must show that the precomposition
functor (− ◦ L) : Homcc(T ,D) → Homcc(Setex,D) is an equivalence. We have a
commutative square

Homcc(T ,D) Homcc(Setex,D)

Hom(T ,D) Hom(Setex,D)

(−◦L)

(−◦L)

in which the vertical functors are fully faithful. But the bottom functor has a left
adjoint (−◦R), where R is the right adjoint of L, with invertible unit, and hence is
also fully faithful. Thus the top functor is also fully faithful. So it suffices to show
it is split essentially surjective, i.e. that any cocontinuous G : Setex → D factors
through L, up to isomorphism, by a specified cocontinuous morphism.

To start with, we have a canonical morphism GR : T → D . We also have a
unit map η : 1Setex → RL, and since the counit of the adjunction is invertible, Lη
is an isomorphism. Thus, by Corollary 7.2, for any X ∈ Setex(A), if we choose
a representative for ηX , then

∑
a(η̃X)a is a T -equivalence over A0. Since D is

T -local, this means it is also a D-equivalence. And since G is of the form (−⊙̃M)
for some M ∈ D(1), by Theorem 6.24, it follows that G also inverts ηX . In other
words, Gη is an isomorphism G ∼= GRL.
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It remains to show that GR is cocontinuous. This means to show that the mate
u!GR → GRu! of the isomorphism GRu∗ ∼= u∗GR is again an isomorphism. The
latter isomorphism is the pasting composite of the following squares:

T (A) Setex(A) Setex(A) D

T (B) T (B) Setex(B) D

R

∼= ∼=

G

∼=u∗ Ru∗

R

u∗

G

u∗

Therefore, by the functoriality of mates, its mate is the pasting composite of the
following squares:

T (A) Setex(A) Setex(A) D

T (B) T (B) Setex(B) D

R

u! u!L u!

G

u!

R G

The left-hand square is the counit LR→ 1T , which is an isomorphism by assump-
tion. The right-hand square is an isomorphism since G is cocontinuous. Finally,
the middle square is the unit 1Setex → RL, which as we just showed is inverted by
G. Thus, the pasting composite is also an isomorphism, so GR is cocontinuous. �

Remark 7.4. If we omit the hypothesis of distributivity in Theorem 7.3, the same
argument implies that T is a localization of Setex, in the sense that the precompo-
sition functor Homcc(T ,D) → Homcc(Setex,D) is fully faithful, and its full image
consists of the morphisms Setex → D that invert the same morphisms that are
inverted by L : Setex → T . (More abstractly, this can be expressed as a coinverter
in the 2-category of derivators: a 2-categorical colimit that universally forces some
2-cell to become invertible.) Distributivity enables us to reexpress this as T being
a relative free cocompletion of a point, without explicit reference to L : Setex → T .

We have already observed that all the derivators in Figure 1 are Setex-local and
distributive. Thus, it suffices to show that their L-functors all have right adjoints.

Example 7.5. For T = Set, L computes the quotient of each pseudo-equivalence
relation in a coherent diagram, obtaining an ordinary diagram of sets. This has a
right adjoint that assigns to any set the identity (pseudo-)equivalence relation on
it, of which it is the quotient. Thus, Set is a relative free cocompletion of a point.

Example 7.6. For T = Prop, L computes the support π−1(X0) of each pseudo-
equivalence relation in a coherent diagram. Since the quotient of a pseudo-equivalence
relation is inhabited if and only if X0 is, this factors through Set via the standard
support functor Set→ Prop. The latter has a right adjoint assigning to each propo-
sition the corresponding subsingleton, which is its own support. Thus, Prop is a
relation free cocompletion of a point.

We leave the trivial case T = Contr to the reader.

Example 7.7. For T = Setpos, L sends each pseudo-equivalence relation to X0+X1,
which is isomorphic in Setpos to X0. This has a right adjoint that sends each
object X of Setpos to the full (pseudo-)-equivalence relation on it, i.e. X0 = X
and X1 = X × X . The counit is evidently an isomorphism, so Setpos is a free
cocompletion of a point.
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Example 7.8. Finally, for T = Setreg, L sends each pseudo-equivalence in a coherent
diagram to its image, which is an actual equivalence relation. This has a right ad-
joint that sends each equivalence relation to itself, regarded as a pseudo-equivalence
relation. Thus, Setreg is also a free cocompletion of a point.

8. Conclusions and speculations

We have constructed three different relative free cocompletions of a point, Set,
Setreg, and Setex, which are nevertheless all intuitively “1-categorical”. Similarly,
both Prop and Setpos are intuitively “0-categorical” (i.e. posetal). Thus we may
reasonably wonder, what happens in higher dimensions? The obvious candidate for
a 2-categorical (or, more precisely, (2, 1)-categorical) relative free cocompletion of
a point is a derivator of groupoids; but we have multiple notions of groupoid.

On the one hand, we have the standard notion of groupoid, with hom-sets. These
should yield a derivator Gpd: the objects of Gpd(A) are pseudofunctors A→ Gpd,
and its morphisms are isomorphism classes of pseudonatural transformations. In
particular, the isomorphisms in the derivator Gpd would be the equivalences of
groupoids, in the usual constructive sense with a specified pseudo-inverse functor.

On another hand, we can consider E-groupoids, “groupoids enriched over setoids”
(see e.g. [HS98, BD08] for E-categories). These should yield a derivator EGpd.
And there is a third notion in between, of groupoids enriched over equivalence
relations, which should yield a derivator RGpd. It seems likely that we should have
an analogous three notions of n-groupoid for all finite n, where the top level is
enriched either over Set, Setreg, or Setex. But in the limit n → ∞, where there is
no longer a “top level”, it seems reasonable to expect the difference to disappear, so
that there would be only one absolute free cocompletion of a point Space.

Conjecture 8.1. One can constructively define an absolute free cocompletion of a
point using some kind of cubical sets, simplicial sets, or semisimplicial sets, along
with three reflective localizations of it for each finite n, consisting of the n-groupoids
enriched over sets, setoids, and equivalence relations at the top dimension.

However, something funny happens with the locality preorder at dimension 2.
Just as the Set-equivalences are the functors inducing an isomorphism under the re-
flection π0 of categories into sets, we expect the Gpd-equivalences should be the func-
tors inducing an equivalence under the reflection Π1 of categories into groupoids.
But since Π1(A) has the same set of objects as A, if f : A→ B is a Gpd-equivalence
then we have an actual function B0 → A0, suggesting that a Gpd-equivalence should
also be not just a Set-equivalence but a Setreg-equivalence. Thus Setreg should be
Gpd-local, and similarly we expect Setex to be RGpd-local, leading to the placements
of Gpd, RGpd, and EGpd in the extension of Figure 1 shown in Figure 3.

The diagonal rows14 of this diagram are at constant “categorical dimension” while
moving vertically downwards passes to the subcategory of truncated objects. That
is, the categories of subterminal objects in Set and Setreg are equivalent to Prop

and Setpos respectively, and we expect the categories of 0-truncated objects in Gpd

and RGpd to be equivalent to Setreg and Setex respectively. Since Setpos is also the
category of subterminal objects in Setex, and Setex should also be the category of

14They are diagonal rather than horizontal, of course, so that the picture is still a sort of “Hasse
diagram” of the locality relation (although we do not mean to exclude the possible existence of
further intermediate objects not drawn).
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Space Spaceana

. . .

. . .
...

. . . EGpd
...

...

. . . Setex RGpd
...

. . . Setpos Setex Gpd
...

Contr Setpos Setreg Gpdana

Contr Setpos Set

Contr Prop

Contr

Figure 3. A conjectural enlargement of Figure 1

0-truncated objects in EGpd, it is natural to extend the diagram further to the
left in a way that “stabilizes” after a certain number of steps, as we have done in
gray. One can thus view “exact completion” as adding an additional dimension to
the Baez–Dolan “periodic table of n-categories” [BD95], which stabilizes along the
n-categorical row at the (n+ 2)nd stage.

It is worth noting that the derivators in the “middle” of this diagram, though like
all the others they are relative free cocompletions of a point, are not as well-endowed
with exactness properties. For instance, Set and Setex are both exact, but Setreg
is not: an internal equivalence relation in Setreg is a pseudo-equivalence relation
in Set, but it can only be effective in Setreg if it is an actual equivalence relation.
Similarly, but perhaps more surprisingly, Gpd is not exact as a (2, 1)-category (in
a sense like that of [Str82]): for if it were, its subcategory of 0-truncated objects
would be exact as a 1-category, but this subcategory is Setreg.

I expect RGpd to also fail to be (2, 1)-exact, though less obviously since its
subcategory of 0-truncated objects should be Setex, which is 1-exact. But Setex
should also be the subcategory of 0-truncated objects in EGpd, which should be
(2, 1)-exact. This is analogous to how Setpos is “(0, 1)-exact” (i.e. a distributive
lattice), and is the subcategory of subterminal objects in both Setex and Setreg,
though only the former is 1-exact.

Is there a different 2-dimensional relative free cocompletion of a point whose
category of 0-truncated objects is Set? To guess what this might be, note that in
the parts of Figure 3 that we understand precisely so far, moving to the right can be
achieved by passing to a localization. For instance, if we localize Setpos by inverting
the surjections, we obtain Prop. Similarly, if in Setex we invert the morphisms
f : X → Y that reflect equality (in the sense that if there exists a witness that
f0(x) ∼ f0(x

′) then there exists a witness that x ∼ x′) and such that f0 is split
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surjective, we obtain Setreg. If we further invert the morphisms that reflect equality
and such that f0 is merely surjective, we obtain Set.

Analogously, it is natural to guess that RGpd should be obtainable from EGpd by
inverting functors that are split-surjective on objects, split-full on morphisms, and
reflect equality of parallel morphisms; while Gpd should be similarly obtainable
from RGpd by inverting functors that are split-surjective on objects, merely full
on morphisms, and reflect equality of parallel morphisms. This suggests that the
“missing link” should be obtained from Gpd by inverting the functors that are
fully faithful and merely surjective on objects. This is equivalent to inverting the
weak equivalences : functors that are fully faithful and essentially surjective.15 The
morphisms in this localization are anafunctors [Mak96, Bar06, Rob12, Rob18], so
we denote it Gpdana.

Similarly, if we present Set as a localization of Setex, we could call its morphisms
anafunctions and write Set ≃ (Setex)ana. Equivalently, we can observe that since Set
is already exact, it is equivalent to its own exact completion as a regular category,
i.e. Set ≃ Setex/reg ; in general we can present the ex/reg completion as consist-
ing of setoids or equivalence relations with anafunctions between them (“total and
functional relations”). This suggests that the missing link Gpdana should be the
“(2, 1)-exact completion of Set as a regular category”. This makes sense because
the definition of Gpdana, unlike that of Gpd, incorporates some information about
the regular structure of Set, i.e. the surjective functions of sets.

There are, however, issues with actually performing the localization leading to
the hypothetical Gpdana. In particular, unlike RGpd and Gpd, it is not a reflective
localization of EGpd. Worse, even in ZF set theory, with excluded middle but
no choice, it is impossible to prove that Gpdana is locally small, cartesian closed,
or complete [aK17], and hence it seems unlikely to be a derivator. (This also
implies that it cannot be presented by any sort of model category, although weaker
structures like a fibration or cofibration category are a possibility.) However, it
may be easier to obtain at least a left derivator of this sort, with colimits but not
necessarily limits.

Conjecture 8.2. There is a left derivator Gpdana composed of groupoids and ana-
functors. Moreover:

• Gpdana is a relative free cocompletion of a point, and is “(2, 1)-exact”.
• Every weak equivalence of categories is a Gpdana-equivalence.
• Set is Gpdana-local, but Setreg and Setpos are not.
• The subcategory of 0-truncated objects in Gpdana is Set.

Of course, we can ask analogous questions about n-groupoids for 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞.

Conjecture 8.3. There is a left derivator Spaceana composed of “∞-groupoids and
anafunctors”. Moreover:

• Spaceana is a relative free cocompletion of a point, and is “(∞, 1)-exact”.
• Every weak equivalence of categories is an Spaceana-equivalence.
• Set and Gpdana are Spaceana-local, but Setpos, Setreg, and Gpd are not.
• The subcategory of 1-truncated objects in Spaceana is Gpdana.

These conjectural derivators Gpdana and Spaceana are closely related to the issue
raised in §1 that perhaps our definition of derivator is wrong: maybe we should

15Recall that every weak equivalence is an equivalence if and only if the axiom of choice holds.
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use Catana instead of Cat .16 Since Catana is equivalent to the bicategory obtained
by inverting the weak equivalence functors in Cat , a natural definition of ana-

derivator would be simply as a derivator such that u∗ : D(B) → D(A) is a
(perhaps weak) equivalence whenever u : A→ B is a weak equivalence.

Of the derivators considered in this paper, Set and Prop are ana-derivators, while
it seems that the others are not (though I do not have a formal proof). For instance,
let u : A → B be a weak equivalence functor with B discrete, and X ∈ Setpos(B).

Then (u∗u
∗X)b is the power X

u−1(b)0
b of the set Xb by the objects in the u-preimage

of b. The adjunction unit X → u∗u
∗X consists of the diagonalsXb → X

u−1(b)0
b , but

there seems no way to define a family of functions in the other direction without
choosing elements of the fibers to give factors to project onto.

Conjecture 8.4. Gpdana and Spaceana are left ana-derivators. Moreover, Spaceana
is the free cocompletion of a point among ana-derivators, while Gpdana is a relative
free cocompletion of a point therein.

Remark 8.5. It is natural to wonder, if the right-hand column in Figure 3 has its
“own notion of derivator” (the above-defined ana-derivators), why is that not the
case for the other columns? In fact, there are other ways to vary the notion of
derivator. The notion of derivator we have worked with corresponds roughly to
the second column from the right; but one could also replace the 2-categories Cat

and/or CAT by E-2-categories of E-categories, or R-2-categories of R-categories.17

I have not pursued this direction; the goal of this paper was to show that even if we
try as hard as possible to take sets and set-based categories as our basic notions,
we seem to be led, ineluctably, either to setoids and E-groupoids, or to anafunctors.

The next question is, if only the right-hand column of Figure 3 consists of Catana-
derivators, why does the whole figure consist of Cat -derivators, rather than just the
two right-hand columns? In fact, I would expect that if we define Setex (for instance)
as an ECat -derivator, it would not be a “Cat -derivator” in the sense that u∗ is an
equivalence for any E-functor u that is inverted by the reflection of ECat into Cat .
The difference is that Cat is a reflective localization of ECat , so that we can make
the ECat -derivator Setex into a Cat -derivator in a different way by simply restricting
its domain to the sub-2-category Cat of ECat . The latter restriction is the derivator
we have called Setex in this paper.

A positive solution to the above conjectures would, I believe, give a systematic
explanation of many confusing aspects of homotopy theory in set-based constructive
mathematics. However, it is not clear whether it would conclusively answer the
question of what the “correct” constructive theory of spaces is, since both candidates
Space and Spaceana have drawbacks: the former truncates to Setex rather than Set,
while the latter is not locally small, cartesian closed, or complete.

16It seems that replacing CAT by CAT ana makes less of a difference. Since functors are in
particular anafunctors, all our examples such as Setex are still derivators with this generalized
definition. And as long as all the functors u∗, u!, u∗ in the target D, and the components of
derivator morphisms, are generalized to anafunctors simultaneously, I would expect essentially
the same arguments for their universality to go through.

17To continue getting new notions beyond the fourth column, one would need to generalize to
“n-derivators” in the sense of [Rap19], with the domain Cat replaced by some version of (n, 1)-Cat .
That is, the notion of derivator can vary not only with the column but also with the row.
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Of course, such bifurcations of classical notions are not uncommon in constructive
mathematics. However, in this case there is more to be said: if we are willing to
modify the background theory (while still keeping it “constructive” in at least some
sense), we can make Gpdana and Spaceana much better-behaved.

It is known that local smallness and cartesian closure of Gpdana (and also, pre-
sumably, Spaceana) requires much less than the full axiom of choice: it suffices to
assume SCSA [Mak96] or WISC [Rob12] (a.k.a. AMC [vdB12]). These weak choice
axioms have at least some claim to being constructive, as they often hold in large
classes of models of constructive mathematics, such as Grothendieck toposes, re-
alizability toposes, and exact completions. I do not know whether these axioms
make Gpdana complete, but there is another axiom that should do so: the Axiom of
Stack Completions [BH11], which implies that Gpdana is equivalent to a reflective
localization of Gpd (hence also of EGpd), whose objects are the “intrinsic stacks”
relative to surjections of sets. The constructive nature of ASC is perhaps debatable,
but at least it holds in all Grothendieck toposes [JT91].

Another approach is to choose instead to do constructive homotopy theory based
on a foundational system in which spaces are primitive objects, such as homotopy
type theory. This is my preferred solution, so I will conclude with some remarks
about its advantages.

Remark 8.6. As noted in [Lum20], the diagonals of Figure 3 bear a strong resem-
blance to the hierarchy of saturation or univalence conditions on (higher-)categorical
structures defined in homotopy type theory [AKS15, ANST21]. When a groupoid is
presented by a diagram on an inverse-category signature as in [Mak95, ANST21], it
has three ranks of type dependency, corresponding to the objects, morphisms, and
equalities. Roughly speaking, E-groupoids correspond to unrestricted categories of
this sort, while R-groupoids are univalent at the top rank (equalities), and ordinary
groupoids are univalent at the top two ranks (equalities and morphisms).

In a set-based foundation, it is not possible to be more univalent than this; but
in homotopy type theory, we can also impose univalence conditions at the bottom
rank of objects. The resulting homotopy theory UGpd of univalent groupoids is
a reflective localization of Gpd18 at the weak equivalences, closely related to the
category of “intrinsic stacks” mentioned above in connection with ASC. Hence,
UGpd plays a similar role to Gpdana, but without the attendant disadvantages. In
particular, it is locally small, cartesian closed, exact, and has limits as well as
colimits, while its subcategory of 0-truncated objects is Set. Similarly, the category
of univalent ∞-groupoids (spaces) plays the expected role of Spaceana.

In fact, a “univalent groupoid” is equivalently just a type with the property of
being a 1-type, while a “univalent space” is simply a type with no restrictions.
That is, in homotopy type theory the primitive objects are the objects of Spaceana
rather than those of Set, so that none of the elaborate work involved in defining
higher groupoids and homotopy spaces is necessary. (The related notions of higher
category, however, are still nontrivial.)

I expect that the primitive spaces in homotopy type theory form a derivator (al-
though proving this may require an enhanced theory such as [ACK17]). It is unclear
whether the resulting derivator of univalent spaces would be a free cocompletion
of a point; the answer might depend on how univalent the 1-categories in Cat are

18For the expert, note that here we interpret “groupoids” as particular precategories in the
sense of [AKS15, Uni13], with no dimension restriction on their type of objects.
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assumed to be, and/or on strong classicality axioms such as AC∞,−1 from [Uni13,
Exercise 7.8]. (In particular, since univalent 1-categories are now a reflective local-
ization of non-univalent ones, it seems likely that all the other derivators in Figure 3
will still exist even if we replace Cat by UCat . Thus Spaceana may not be a free
cocompletion of a point unless there is a classicality axiom to collapse the columns.)

However, the “correctness criterion” advanced in this paper for a homotopy the-
ory of spaces is not justified for homotopy type theory anyway. This criterion
seeks to characterize the homotopy theory of spaces in terms of sets (or at most
1-categories); thus it makes sense in a world whose primitive objects are sets, but
not in a world where spaces are already present as primitive objects.
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